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THIS IS FULL SCALE STUDIO 
Once upon a time you just did your thing and if you did it well, it looked good and worked 
good. Then things became more and more complex. To be efficient we created systems with 
specialists being very good in one subject or in one particular thing. The result became 
fragments of beauty put together by an organization in a system. If the system worked well 
and the specialists did their best, beautiful fragments formed one great beautiful thing. It 
formed the expected. The thing that flawlessly passed the framework providing the system.   

If a system continues for a long time we become more and more professional on how to 
operate in that system. Many small improvements make each little thing more perfect. The 
risk is however that we take the system for granted, that the purpose of the system becomes 
some sort of natural law. That no one checks if the system is valid for today’s requirements, 
that no one asks what the purpose of the system was from the very beginning. 

If you don't bother to understand the system, it becomes your secret boss. A leader that rules 
in silence; quiet for as long as you constantly repeat and improve our self within the system. 
But if you test it by trying something else, the true boss might reveal it self, weather it is the 
law, nature, opinions or customs.  

As an architect you are almost always a part of a system. To test our system and get 
relevant answers we need to test it for real and in full scale. To do things one to one, build 
things ourselves, provoke real people and get their real reactions. Build with the system but 
also outside it. Full Scale Studio is a good virus that keeps the body healthy by testing its 
immune system. Sometimes the body will see us as vitamins, sometimes not, but if we 
become a sickness it is our task to also provide the antibiotics.  

 
THIS IS FULL SCALE STUDIO 
 

 
If Full Scale Studio was a group of Ski Jumpers:  
We would probably be like Jan Boklöv 
 
The Swedish ski jumper Jan Boklöv did not become a ski jumper to jump in a nice fashion. He just 
wanted to jump as far as possible. He studied the rules and tested different techniques to break 
them. He found an ugly way of jumping, but he jumped so much further then everybody else. His 
success made it necessary to change the rules of the game Ski Jumping. 
 
 
If Full Scale Studio was professional Hot Dog Eaters:  
We would probably be like Takeru Kobayashi 
 
The Japanese Hot Dog eater Takeru Kobayashi doubled the world record of hot dog eating at his 
debut competition in the United States - from 25 to 50 hot dogs in 12 minutes. He did that by studying 
the rules of hot dog eating and inventing the Solomon Method. It is a method where you split the 
frankfurter in half, dipping the buns in the water and then stuffing both parts in your mouth. 
 

 
 

THE STUDIO GUIDE 

SEPTEMBER 2017 
 
The on-going mission for Studio 1 is the study of building processes in relation to 
architecture. Our favoured method is that of full-scale testing. We research tools, economy, 
material durability, production lines, customs, building regulations and all aspects that form 
the complex reality of constructing buildings today. The purpose is to gain knowledge about 
architecture through hands-on experiences of the act of building. 
 
Full Scale is a mode of thinking. It is about a shifting from representation into testing. It is 
about making instead of estimating. It is about experiencing instead of simulating. It is 
about cooperation rather than authorship. About research and discovery of knowledge 
and new ways to make architecture. 
 
Full Scale Studio is formed as a collaborative research. Students are asked to be present at 
all times and contribute with both labour and brains to common projects. We believe that 
building is a collective effort and that experiencing that will be invaluable in your future career 
as architects. The course will be a direct result of your efforts and we trust you to stand up to 
the challenge of working with different professionals and real clients. When it comes to 
decision-making in the team, we count on you to take an active part and speak up to share 
your beliefs.  
 
RESEARCH METHODS 
Running a studio of practicing is a way to provide you with a more concrete testing-ground 
for your ideas. Rather than simulating cases you will be a part of real ones. Both the 
mistakes and genius strikes you make as a designer will become first hand experiences. You 
will play both the role as provider and as user. Negotiation and communication will be key 
parts of your work, as will observing yourself and your fellow team members. 
 
You will encounter other professionals that influence architectural work, and look in to 
buildings and building from other perspectives than the architects’. We are certain that such 
knowledge will make you more confident and freethinking in your role as a designer. We ask 
you to put your own agenda aside and use yourself as a data collecting research base. We 
believe it is a long-term investment where you will get plenty of new hand-tools, but also very 
useful analytical tools.  
 
In order to learn more about the architect’s role in different building processes, we will be 
interfering with various scales of production. We will map out political, legal and economical 
influences in production chains in search of new ways for the architect to be an architect. 
Can architecture happen where the building materials are produced? How much architecture 
happens at the drawing board vs. construction site? How much architecture happens by 
other key players in the building process? Who is the bad guy, who is the god guy and who is 
the architect in these processes? What is architecture in a building? We ask you to take on 
the role of a detective in search of clues and evidence and build your case. 
 
DOCUMENTATION 
You are working more for the team than for yourselves, which in turn means that you will 
gain experiences (and fantastic portfolio additions) that are far more advanced than you 
could have produced yourself. As a matter of fact, we think your work will be of benefit to the 
whole profession of architects.   
A traditional poster presentation might be suitable for some stages of this year but it’s mainly 
a good way of showing a complete proposal. The question for us is rather how to document 
the process of making. As time is a main factor we need to make it continuous. We believe 



your adventures and observations on site should be shared with the rest of the world and 
that the material you generate is of common interest. We believe in three types of 
documents: 
+ THE LOG has two purposes: First to get your on-site, at-the-time thoughts and challenges 
on a day-to-day basis while realizing architecture 1:1. Second to receive data on where and 
when decisions are made and how much time that is spent on different parts of the building 
process. Careful notes will make it possible to revisit and recall. The combined data of all 
project logs will make an important base in our research case. Save your hand drawings, 
photograph your strange explanations and sketches on site, document when architecture is 
happening 1:1.  
+ THE BLOG should be our radio channel to the rest of the world where people can follow 
the process of making buildings. As it will make the projects accessible to others, the blog 
also serves as our archive through which we can look back and get overviews. We propose 
to use the blog as your main place for hand-ins. 
+ THE BOOK will be our final gift to the world. The book is written by all of us and it will be 
world famous. If not it will be a secret bible where you will own the power of knowledge to 
make you world famous. If not we can at least promise you it will make you a smart architect 
that knows the game you’re about to play. And by that, making you a player that will be able 
to change the rules of the game for the better of mankind.  
 
TEAM-MENTALITY 
You will be working in teams of different size. Dividing responsibilities and finding 
structures for collaboration is a part of the course, and of all full-scale architecture.  
Teamwork is nothing to hide behind or use as an excuse. Only if you contribute as if it 
was your own project will the result reach your standards.  
 
TOOLS, GEAR AND PROTECTION 
The studio has a selection of basic tools, and necessary additions will be made as your 
projects develop. The students have full access to the tools and will share responsibility 
for using and storing them safely. Always bring back the tools to the studio space cleaned 
after a workday. Any tools left on the building site can be stolen or even worse cause 
injury. Each student needs to get clothing for rough outdoor work including proper shoes, 
with a protection layer under the foot and over the toes, gloves. Safety glasses, and ear 
plugs. Always wear a helmet when working on a construction site. Each team should also 
have a first aid kit at the site when building. To have a tidy and well-organised building 
site makes work go much faster and safer. Always end the day with cleaning the site from 
nails and screws. Avoid spreading your gear around for the sake of other people’s safety.  
Never take unnecessary risks, avoid working in dangerous positions and locations and 
always ask the teachers if you don’t know how something works and we figure it out 
together. We will have a short introduction to the electrical machines such as circle saws, jig 
saws etc. For finer carpentry you can always use the schools work shop, all studio members 
should as fast as possible attend one of their introduction courses so you get a green light 
using there machines.  
 
RESOURCES, MATERIALS AND COSTS 
During the first course (local Heroes) we will organise harvesting of materials for recycled 
use. Additional material will not be played by the studio. The third course (global Heroes) you 
will have to by small samples for your research project yourself. During the second and 
fourth course (World record ville) we will organise a budget supplied by and negotiated with a 
specific client for each team. You are expected to cover additional and extra coast for your 
project, just as you would in other projects. If you can not buy what you need, you have to be 
more inventive. The world is full of excess materials and the building sector sure could use 
smart ideas in the field so you have a great chance of becoming a hero. If you get the 
opportunity to collaborate with a material producer, you can of course use Full Scale Studio 
publications to attract sponsorships. 

TIME AND WORK HOURS 
You are expected to spend 8 active hours involved in the project every day of the course 
from 9 am to 17:30 pm, situated at the school or the construction site. Full Scale courses 
differ a bit from other academic courses: it is the hours your hands are working that really 
count. Tutorials and study visits are mandatory and will primarily happen on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays according to separate schedules. We regard these meetings as a very 
important part of your project based education. You are asked to be prepared and present 
printed or built material. Always notify us if you can’t be present.  
If you wish to consult us on other matters than project work, please make a separate 
appointment. We are regularly available on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
 
FORMAL REQUIREMENTS AND COURSE EXAMINATION 
You will be examined on contributions to the blog and book, handing in assignments, 
partaking in tutorials, seminars and study visits and of-course by participating in building 
amazing architecture. Because of the collaborative nature of Studio 1 projects, presence is 
mandatory. Always give notice via e-mail if you need to be absent. In order to complete a 
course you need to have a record of 80% presence. Your warm and friendly teachers believe 
that if you snooze you lose. All scheduled meetings are mandatory and will be checked on 
the minute, so if you are 15 minutes late to a one-hour event you only reach 75%. It is up to 
you as a student to keep track of your presence. If your presence is less than 80% by the 
end of the course you will not pass. Contribution to your team is equally important to 
presence. 80% presence is mandatory. The week has 40 work hours. 
 
LANGUAGE 
The course language is English but general communication is our primary interest. 
Construction lingo is new to many and there are a lot of terms that are easier to translate by 
showing or drawing. You are encouraged to try your best and to contribute to a patient and 
allowing environment of broken English. On occasion, clients, guides or professionals that 
we meet will not speak English but we will do our best to translate. Always ask if you don’t 
understand what is being said!  
 
CALENDAR 
The most up-to-date calendar is found on “Canvas” more info coming soon 
 
STUDY TRIP 
A 4 day excursion to visit Barcelona design-build gems is planned week 43, more info to 
come. Both trips will be at your own expense.  
A 2-day excursion to visit Swedish production units is planned to week 46. 
 
CONTACT INFO 
Anders Berensson, Lecturer and teacher Studio 1 
073 731 58 21 anders.berensson@arch.kth.se 
 
Adrià Carbonell, Lecturer and teacher Studio 1 
073 087 49 47 adria@collectivaa.com 

Ebba Hallin, Lecturer and teacher Studio 1 
073 579 68 20 ebba.hallin@arch.kth.se 
 
Helen Runting, Head of Year 4-5 helen.runting@arch.kth.se 
 
Per Franson, Program Director School of Architecture per.franson@arch.kth.se 
 
 



  1         LOCAL HEROES



 

 

MATERIAL HARVESTING 
(teamwork) 
RESOURCES! We will take down a house to feed your projects with construction material 
during the course. This is a great opportunity to learn about construction methods in a 
reversed sense. This year we will take down a wooden house at the small island of 
Dalholmen in Värmdö. The building is a 25 m2 self-built house from the 70-ts that is going to 
be replaced by a bigger one. The owner Ulla will be with us and help us with boat 
transportations to and from the island. 
 
Safety when harvesting: 
Each student needs to get clothing for rough outdoor work including proper shoes, 
with a protection layer under the foot and over the toes, gloves. Safety glasses, and 
ear plugs. Always wear a helmet when working on the construction site. To have a 
tidy and well-organised building site makes work go much faster and safer. We end 
the day by cleaning the site from nails and screws. Avoid spreading your gear around 
for the sake of other people’s safety. Never take unnecessary risks, avoid working in 
dangerous positions and locations and always ask the teachers if you don’t know how 
something works and we figure it out together. 
 
Doctors’ orders: 
As mentioned earlier, Dalholmen is situated in the Stockholm archipelago where there 
is a lot of ticks, We advise you to take a vaccine against TBE before Thursday and to 
check your body when coming home for ticks. 
 
If there is anything you think we might need to know about you that could be important 
for yours and others safety at the building/demolition site please let us know! 
It could be things like: a serious disease, afraid of heights, balance problems, can’t 
swim etc. 
 
Lunch & Toilet. 
Dalholmen is a small island without any restaurants so please bring you own food.  
Our host Ulla has a microwave but remember we are 24 people so the best would be 
to bring cold food. There is an outhouse toilet without running water we can use. 
 
Last but not least we are working at someone’s home, please behave and ask Ulla 
before lending stuff, keep things clean and classy! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Schedule 
 
Since we have to do several boat rides to transport all of us to Dahlholmne we will arrive at 
slightly different times: You get here by taking the bus to Strömma kanal and then walk 2 km 
to Svanvägen 41.Then we will go on a 2 min boat ride to Dalholmen. 
(If you are afraid of boat rides or can’t swim please tell us in advance) 
 
Thursday 2017-09-21:  
Group 1,2 & 3, we meet   08:40 at Svanvägen 41 (take buss 07:48 from slussen) 
Group 6 & 10 we meet 09:10 at  Svanvägen 41(take buss 08:18 from slussen) 
We stop working around 17:00  
 
Friday 2017-09-21: 
Group 6 & 10 we meet   08:40 at Svanvägen 41 (take buss 434,  07:48 from slussen) 
Group 1, 2 & 3  we meet 09:10 at  Svanvägen 41(take buss 434, 08:18 from slussen) 
We go to KTH to store the material around 15:30, We stop working when everything is in nice 
piles outside the architect school hopefully around 17:00 
 

  















 

 

 
 

LOCAL HEROES 
COURSE A42A13/A52A13. KTH FULL SCALE STUDIO. 2017/09/11 – 2017/10/13 
 
A LOT FOR A LITTLE PLACE: 
The project is a form of concrete and direct mapping of the forces inherent to full-scale 
architecture. A mapping through building and transforming, a full-scale test of possibilities, 
rights, responsibilities and difficulties. You will work in teams and focus on specific sites. By 
combining what you find, we will understand more about the bigger picture. The idea is to test 
the city, its inhabitants and its structures through direct improvements on a small scale, and to 
use this to discuss long-term effects and larger perspectives. 
 
The built environment is an on-going process. Constant negotiations between timing, money, 
ownership, laws and ideals creates a landscape impossible to overview and control. The 
bureaucratic structures, the very long time-spans and the disproportionate placement of 
resources can easily make you disillusioned when trying to have a vision in a city like 
Stockholm. But how can we use these gaps in time and space to the city’s advantage?  
 
Our aim is to investigate how to use architecture in an immediate sense. To try to mend and 
improve the environment around us. Our aim is also to act as independent architects in the 
context of today’s complex bureaucratic and economic systems. What do you need to know 
when building for others? Who is allowed to build where? How can we get faster and smarter 
in making the city better? How can we create something within the given framework, and how 
can we question its boundaries? We believe this knowledge is crucial for a full-scale architect.  

THE FIELDS: 10 x 100m x 100m 
We have chosen 10 sites of conflictual ownerships, strange boundaries, passageways, 
disrupted flows and/or gaps. Some are beautiful and some are strange, few are well defined, 
but all are in need of some kind of intervention. Use this first day to visit all spots: explore, 
record, sketch, wander, drift, in order to grasp the conditions that make up the sites. Not all of 
them will be subject to your improvements, so it is important to find out which ones are most 
interesting to take on. 
 
LINK TO SITE MAP: 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZAlW5KDJ9gsuerHtN7egRIeC8I&usp=sharing 

 

 

ASSIGNMENTS: 1:1 SIGHTSEEING  
(individual work) 
Your first assignment will be to individually state an intention for the assignment. What is of 
interest for you in this collection of spaces? How are the sites defined, or not-defined? What 
is functional and/or dysfunctional? What qualifies or undermines them? What are the actual 
physical, legal, cultural or programmatic elements that shape them? Record in the best 
adequate format your response to these questions, make a couple of sketches to capture 
your initial ideas and write a 200 words statement with your first thoughts. Your statements, 
reactions and ideas can be based specifically on one of the sites, or suitable for many. If you 
favor a specific one, let us know.  
 
Hand-in by e-mail a .pdf (with your name!) to anders.berensson@arch.kth.se and 
adria@collectivaa.com by Wednesday September 13th at 3PM at the latest. 
Be ready to present your recordings to the class in 5 minutes when shown on the projector. 
 
BONUS TRACK: What are your ideas about this year? What do you wish to develop, what 
are your interests? How can we help you? Write us a (fairly short) letter to help us to get to 
know you! Hand-in with the above assignment. (will not be shown to the class) 
 
1:2 MATERIAL HARVESTING 
(teamwork) RESOURCES! We will take down a house to feed your projects with construction 
material during the course. This is a great opportunity to learn about construction methods in 
a reversed sense. Stay tuned for more info. 
 
1:3 DESIGN BUILD 
(teamwork, teams divided second week) 
Your task is to improve the given site. In what sense it is improved, or what it is subject to 
improvement, is up to you to decide. You have limited time and limited resources, but you are 
allowed to use any means and methods to make this specific site somewhat better.  
 
MAPPING (what is going on?) 
Map the site (and any sites, spaces and activities connected to it). Who uses it, who owns it, 
what rules are influential, what is in its past and future? Remember that the answers you get 
are influenced by the questions you ask. 
Outcome: A strategy. 
 
TESTING (what could happen here?) 
Test the site by taking action; furnish it or set up an event using it for something unlikely as a 
way to find its potential. Reveal its inner strengths and hidden drama by re-interpreting. Can 
you influence its use just by pointing out new directions? What goals can you reach now and 
what suggestions can you post to the future? Can you teach the site to reinforce itself? 
Outcome: A programme and a concept. Present what you are going to realize on the 26th of 
September. Pin-up starting at 09.00. 
 
BUILDING (what can we do?) 
Build your project, transform the site; realize an architectural installation that will affect the are 
you’ve been investigating. Plan the construction work so that you have plenty of time to use 
and observe. How can this act be of importance in a larger – or longer – perspective? Present 
the strategy behind your move. 
Outcome: A 1:1 project built/installed/assambled on site. 
 
OBSERVING (what have we done?) 
Test and observe the change you have made, put your installation under stress. Make 
alterations if necessary. Describe the next step and a possible future for your idea. 
Outcome: Documentation of the project and a proposal for future development of the site. 
 
PRESENTING (what can we tell?) 
PRESENT your project on site on Friday 13th of October. 
PUBLISH a selected presentation of your project on the blog by Friday 13th of October.  
HAND-IN the project on the server Friday 2016-10-28. 





Simon Bengtsson 
Sergi Estrella Sanahuja
Viktor Lindström 
Tolla Stuart Dahlgren
Emma Ulfsdotter Ekman

1.1 ALMOST LOCAL HEROS 
PROCESS OF THE PERIPHERAL

The finished structure can be seen as either a playful experiment 
with wooden joinery or a prototype of an architectural element. 

The path from brief to finished piece of architecture is not always straight. When we started to investigate our site on a forgotten 
part of Solnavägen we had no idea where we would end up at the end of the project. The series of decisions that led us to our final 
result were taken with the mind of an investigating experimentalist. We let ourselves relay on intuition and fascination instead of 
focus towards a specific result. 

Early in the process we quickly gathered around the interior space of the tunnel, 64 meters long and located on our site in Solna. 
We thought it was a fascinating space with obvious problems such as lighting and a feeling of insecurity. We also saw some great 
potential in the space because of it being sheltered from weather and strikingly long. After several collective sketch sessions we 
decided to focus our intervention on the bike commuters passing our tunnel in thousands each day. Giving them a place to repair 
and pump their bikes felt like a natural and suiting project. 

We decided to use a highly systematic democratic order of designing, which was hard work but also fruitful. We had plenty of ideas 
and based on previous decision we could refine and eliminate options until one final structure was decided upon. 

It was a rigid and functional structure that indeed would fulfill our needs and host the program in a sufficient way. But as we started 
building we got the feeling that something was lost. Some key-values had gone missing in the process of voting and rational think-
ing. During a tutorial we looked back on rejected ideas and were all attracted to a completely different structure to the one we were 
currently building.

The previously rejected idea was a light and flexible structure. It was general in its composition which sparked our imagination. We 
saw endless possibilities with it even though we did not know how our program of repairing bikes would fit in it.
It was time to take a risk and since everybody enjoyed the new adventurous path of the project we decided to shift track and start 
fresh with this experimental structure. Soon it became obvious that it had a very complex geometry despite its simple appearance. 
We looked on several joints and gathered around the idea of a ball joint enabling the structure to rotate, twist or bend in almost any 
direction. 

The finished structure can be seen as either a playful experiment with wooden joinery or a proto-
type of an architectural element. 

In terms of program and use our structure can do several things and be suitable for plenty of places. The structure’s most important 
qualities are that it is foldable, movable and that it can be endlessly continued. Our idea is that we can give it several possible 
meanings or functions depending on how we use it. By actively testing it in full-scale scenarios, out in the city surrounding us we 
hope to discover and test some of its potentials. 

We think it is interesting how this project has a great focus on the peripheral and the rejected. The site we chose, the material we 
harvested and the idea we finally went with all have a theme in common. The site under the bridge is a place where people pass 
by but do not want to stay at, the house we took down was not wanted any more, and our structure was first rejected because of its 
lack of program and activity.  

Our curious investigation of the rejected and unwanted led us to new perspectives and ideas.



PROCESS PART 1
TUNNEL SCENARIOS 
Exploring the original site: A railway underpass next to solnavägen. 
We tested out a wide range of concepts or ideas 



PROCESS PART 2 
BIKE SERVICE STATION 
After several collective sketch sessions we decided to focus our intervention on the bike commuters passing our tunnel 
in thousands each day. Giving them a place to repair and pump their bikes felt like a natural and suiting project. 



PROCESS PART 3
INVESTIGATING REJECTED IDEAS 
The previously rejected idea was a light and flexible structure. It was general in its composition which sparked our imagination. 
We saw endless possibilities with it even though we did not know how our program of repairing bikes would fit in it.



CONSTRUCTION 



POSSIBLE FUTURE AND USE
In terms of program and use our structure can do several things and be suitable for plenty of places. The structure’s most important 
qualities are that it is foldable, movable and that it can be endlessly continued. Our idea is that we can give it several possible 
meanings or functions depending on how we use it. By actively testing it in full-scale scenarios, out in the city surrounding us we 
hope to discover and test some of its potentials. 



The aim for this project is to create an exhibition about 
birds in the urban environment to give the inhabitants of 
Stockholm a greater understanding of the bird life in an 
urban context.

The structure contribute with a place for the ”city birds” to eat 
and find shelter. The passage creates an close and intimate 
interaction between the bird and the human to clearify our 
effect on each other. The structure is built from reused 
material from an old summerhouse at Värmdö. The old rustic 
construction timber and its natural apperance can contribute 
to a familiar and safe environment surrounded by nature.

Isa Lopes
Amelie Norén 
Felicia Svensson
Simon Wang

1:2 URBANBIRDS
LOCAL HEROES AUTUMN 2017



URBANIZATION AND ITS IMPACT ON BIRDS

Urbanization is rapidly expanding worldwide, and for wild 
animals this means both opportunities and challenges.
Urban-dwelling birds can benefit from the high abundance of an-
thropogenic foods, nest boxes for breeding and lower predation 
pressures (apart from areas where domestic cats are present). 
On the down side, the urban environment is associated with 
a number of environmental stressors (e.g. light, noise and air 
pollution) which pose physiological stress on urban-dwelling 
animals, including humans.

JUNK FOOD SHORTENS THE LIFE OF TE CITY BIRDS

Research from Lund University shows that the Great tit and 
other small birds living in the urban environment can live a 
shorter life depending on what people feed them with. The Great 
tit, Euroasian Blue Tits, House Sparrows and Euroasian Tree 
Sparrows have a completely different fatty acid composition 
than they have when they live in the country- side or in the 
woods. The urban birds face problems like stressed immune 
systems, poor bad values of the blood fats, shortened DNA 
strings resulting in shorter lives, altered singing and paler feath-
ers. The researchers believe that the problems can be caused 
by pollution, stress and junk food.

FEWER EGGS

Unlike humans, small birds do not become overweight by junk 
food. However, their hedging is impaired. City birds lay fewer 
eggs and more young birds die in the nest compared to the 
birds in the forest. Research also shows that the Great tit are 
aging faster in the city than in the wild, this could also be linked 
to the diet.

The cities will continue to grow and it is important that we 
include the wildlife of the city so that we in the future do not only 
find birds in the national parks.  

GREEN WEDGES

The green areas surrounding the municipality of Stockholm 
along with the parks and waters in the city plays an important 
role in the city wildlife. There is ten big nature reserves that 
creates so called green wedges. Through those wedges many 
animals find their way into the city and makes the birdlife of 
Stockholm rich in comparison to other big cities. 

#URBANBIRDS

Eurasian Blue Tit

Food: Insects, caterpillars and  
chrysalises. During the winter they 
often visit bird tables where it eats 
tallow and seeds and bread rich from 
oil.  The Blue Tit’s winterfood also 
consist of seeds from rowanberries 
and birch.

Nest: The Blue Tit looks for spare 
caverns in trees and rock cracks to 
nest in, but it it also happy to nest in 
bird houses.

Fieldfare

Food: They often catches their food 
from open fields where they primarily 
are looking for worms, but also snails, 
insects, spiders and other small 
animals. During the fall and winter 
the Fieldfares eats different kinds of 
berries and fruit. 

Nest: Both in pairs as well as in 
bigger colonies. The nest are built in 
trees of varying hieghts, anywhere 
between one to ten meters and in 
some cases even directly on the 
ground. 

Common Blackbird

Food: Seeds, berries, insects and 
worm. 

Nest: The Common Blackbird are 
regulary nesting along the coast, as 
well along the eastcoast as in the 
Stockholm archipelago. A condition 
for the Blackbird to nest is that there 
is vegetation and human settlement. 
The nests are regulary built on low 
hieghts in dense trees or bushes. 

European Greenfinch

Food: Seeds and insects. They often 
visit bird tables during winter where 
they preferably eats seeds such as 
sunflower seeds and hemp seeds. 
Nest: The Greenfinch nest on a few 
meters hieghts in juniper bushes of in 
dense firtrees.

Blåmes 
Äter: Insekter, larver och puppor. Under vinterns besöker den gärna fågelbord där 
den hackar på talg, äter oljerika frön och bröd. Blåmesens vinterföda består även 
av frön från björk och rönnbär m.m.

Häckar: Blåmesen uppsöker lediga håligheter i träd och bergssprickor men bor 
också gärna i fågelholkar. 

Björktrast 
Äter: Fångar ofta sin föda på öppna fält där de i första hand söker efter 
mask, men även snäckor, insekter, spindlar och andra smådjur. Under höst 
och vinter halvåret äter Björktrastarna gärna olika sorters bär och frukter.

Häckar: De häckar både i enstaka par och i stora kolonier. Boen byggs i träd 
i varierande höjder, allt mellan en meter upp till tio meters höjd och i bland 
även direkt på marken.

Koltrast
Äter: Frön, bär, insekter och mask.

Häckar: Koltrasten häckar regelbundet läng kusten, såväl på Västkusten 
som i Stockholms skärgård. En förutsättning är att det finns växtlighet och 
gärna mänskilig bebyggelse. Vanligtvis byggs boen på låghöjd i täta träd 
eller buskar.

Grönfink
Äter: Frön och insekter. Den besöker gärna fågelbord under vintern där den 
helst äter feta frön som solrosfrön och hampafrön. 

Häckar: Grönfinken häckar på några meters höjd i enbuskar eller täta 
granar

Eurasian Blue Tit
Food: Insects, caterpillars and  chrysalises. During the winter they often visit bird tables where 
it eats tallow and seeds and bread rich from oil.  The Blue Tit’s winterfood also consist of seeds 
from rowanberries and birch.

Nest: The Blue Tit looks for spare caverns in trees and rock cracks to nest in, but it it also happy 
to nest in bird houses.

Fieldfare
Food: They often catches their food from open fields where they primarily are looking for 
worms, but also snails, insects, spiders and other small animals. During the fall and winter the 
Fieldfares eats different kinds of berries and fruit. 

Nest: Both in pairs as well as in bigger colonies. The nest are built in trees of varying hieghts, 
anywhere between one to ten meters and in some cases even directly on the ground. 

Common Blackbird
Food: Seeds, berries, insects and worm. 

Nest: The Common Blackbird are regulary nesting along the coast, as well along the eastcoast 
as in the Stockholm archipelago. A condition for the Blackbird to nest is that there is vegetation 
and human settlement. The nests are regulary built on low hieghts in dense trees or bushes. 

European Greenfinch
Food: Seeds and insects. They often visit bird tables during winter where they preferably eats 
seeds such as sunflower seeds and hemp seeds. 

Nest: The Greenfinch nest on a few meters hieghts in juniper bushes of in dense firtrees. 
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COMMON BIRDS IN THE SWEDISH URBAN ENVIRONMENT

House Sparrow

Food: They often cathces their food 
from fields and piles of garbage but 
they eat almost 
everything and also eats from trash-
bins. During late summer they are 
happy to eat fruit and berries.
Nest: The Jackdaw often nest in bird 
houses or in hollow trees but also in 
caverns in buildings 
and chimneys. If  they have the oppir-
tunity they readily nest in colonies.

Eurasian Tree Sparrow

Food: Insects and weed seeds.
Nest: The Tree Sparrow often nest in 
hollow trees in parks and avenues, 
under roofing tiles and occationally in 
bird houses. Just as the House Spar-
row they build lifelong wedlocks.

Great Tit

Food: Insects, seeds, tallow and 
bread. 
Nest: The Great Tit nest in bird 
houses, in hollow trees, inside blow-
holes and other similar 
places.

Western Jackdaw

Food: Seeds, fruit and insects. 
Nest: The House Sparrow regulary 
nest under roofing tiles, inside blow-
holes, in abandoned swallow nests 
and  occationally they nest in bushes 
and hedges. They nest in colonies 
and they build lifelong wedlocks.

Common Magpie

Food: Insects, worm, snails, berries 
but also eggs and chickens.
Nest: The Common Magpie are read-
ily nesting among human settlement. 
The nests consist 
of sticks, brushwood, clay, grass and 
feathers etc. which is built on a regu-
lar basis and can be metres-high.

Pilfink
Äter: Insekter och ogräsfrön.

Häckar: Pilfinken häckar ofta i ihåliga träd i parker och alleér, under tegelpannor 
och ibland även i fågelholkar. Precis som Gråsparven så bildar de livslånga äkten-
skap.

Talgoxe
Äter: Insekter, frön, talg och bröd,

Häckar: De häckar i fågelholkar, ihåliga träd, i ventiler och andra liknande ställen.

Kaja
Äter: Fångar ofta sin föda på åkrar och avskrädeshögar men äter de mesta 
och rotar även i papperskorgar. På sensommaren äter den gärna frukter 
och bär.

Häckar: Kajan häckar ofta i holkar eller i ihåliga träd men även i håligheter i 
byggnader och skorstenar. Om möjligheten finns så häckar de gärna i stora 
kolonier.

Skata
Äter: Insekter, daggmask, sniglar, bär men även ägg och fågelungar. 

Häckar: Skatan häckar gärna i mänsklig bebyggelse. Boen består av pinnar, 
kvistar, lera, gräs och fjädrar m.m som med jämna mellanrum byggs på och 
kan bli meterhöga.

Eurasian Tree Sparrow
Food: Insects and weed seeds.

Nest: The Tree Sparrow often nest in hollow trees in parks and avenues, under roofing tiles and 
occationally in bird houses. Just as the House Sparrow they build lifelong wedlocks.

Great Tit
Food: Insects, seeds, tallow and bread. 

Nest: The Great Tit nest in bird houses, in hollow trees, inside blow-holes and other similar 
places.

Western JackdawFood: They often cathces their food from fields and piles of garbage but they eat almost 
everything and also eats from trashbins. During late summer they are happy to eat fruit and 
berries.

Nest: The Jackdaw often nest in bird houses or in hollow trees but also in caverns in buildings 
and chimneys. If  they have the oppirtunity they readily nest in colonies.

Common Magpie
Food: Insects, worm, snails, berries but also eggs and chickens.

Nest: The Common Magpie are readily nesting among human settlement. The nests consist 
of sticks, brushwood, clay, grass and feathers etc. which is built on a regular basis and can be 
metres-high.

Gråsparv
Äter: Frön, frukter och insekter.

Häckar: Gråsparven häckar vanligtvis under tegelpannor, i ventliler, i övergivna 
svalbon men ibland även i buskage och häckar. De häckar i stora kolonier och 
Gråsparven skapar livslånga äktenskap.

House Sparrow

Food: Seeds, fruit and insects. 

Nest: The House Sparrow regulary nest under roofing tiles, inside blow-holes, in abandoned swallow 
nests and  occationally they nest in bushes and hedges. They nest in colonies and they build lifelong 
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Äter: Insekter och ogräsfrön.

Häckar: Pilfinken häckar ofta i ihåliga träd i parker och alleér, under tegelpannor 
och ibland även i fågelholkar. Precis som Gråsparven så bildar de livslånga äkten-
skap.

Talgoxe
Äter: Insekter, frön, talg och bröd,

Häckar: De häckar i fågelholkar, ihåliga träd, i ventiler och andra liknande ställen.

Kaja
Äter: Fångar ofta sin föda på åkrar och avskrädeshögar men äter de mesta 
och rotar även i papperskorgar. På sensommaren äter den gärna frukter 
och bär.

Häckar: Kajan häckar ofta i holkar eller i ihåliga träd men även i håligheter i 
byggnader och skorstenar. Om möjligheten finns så häckar de gärna i stora 
kolonier.

Skata
Äter: Insekter, daggmask, sniglar, bär men även ägg och fågelungar. 

Häckar: Skatan häckar gärna i mänsklig bebyggelse. Boen består av pinnar, 
kvistar, lera, gräs och fjädrar m.m som med jämna mellanrum byggs på och 
kan bli meterhöga.

Eurasian Tree Sparrow
Food: Insects and weed seeds.

Nest: The Tree Sparrow often nest in hollow trees in parks and avenues, under roofing tiles and 
occationally in bird houses. Just as the House Sparrow they build lifelong wedlocks.

Great Tit
Food: Insects, seeds, tallow and bread. 

Nest: The Great Tit nest in bird houses, in hollow trees, inside blow-holes and other similar 
places.

Western JackdawFood: They often cathces their food from fields and piles of garbage but they eat almost 
everything and also eats from trashbins. During late summer they are happy to eat fruit and 
berries.

Nest: The Jackdaw often nest in bird houses or in hollow trees but also in caverns in buildings 
and chimneys. If  they have the oppirtunity they readily nest in colonies.

Common Magpie
Food: Insects, worm, snails, berries but also eggs and chickens.

Nest: The Common Magpie are readily nesting among human settlement. The nests consist 
of sticks, brushwood, clay, grass and feathers etc. which is built on a regular basis and can be 
metres-high.

Gråsparv
Äter: Frön, frukter och insekter.

Häckar: Gråsparven häckar vanligtvis under tegelpannor, i ventliler, i övergivna 
svalbon men ibland även i buskage och häckar. De häckar i stora kolonier och 
Gråsparven skapar livslånga äktenskap.

House Sparrow

Food: Seeds, fruit and insects. 

Nest: The House Sparrow regulary nest under roofing tiles, inside blow-holes, in abandoned swallow 
nests and  occationally they nest in bushes and hedges. They nest in colonies and they build lifelong 
wedlocks.

Blåmes 
Äter: Insekter, larver och puppor. Under vinterns besöker den gärna fågelbord där 
den hackar på talg, äter oljerika frön och bröd. Blåmesens vinterföda består även 
av frön från björk och rönnbär m.m.

Häckar: Blåmesen uppsöker lediga håligheter i träd och bergssprickor men bor 
också gärna i fågelholkar. 

Björktrast 
Äter: Fångar ofta sin föda på öppna fält där de i första hand söker efter 
mask, men även snäckor, insekter, spindlar och andra smådjur. Under höst 
och vinter halvåret äter Björktrastarna gärna olika sorters bär och frukter.

Häckar: De häckar både i enstaka par och i stora kolonier. Boen byggs i träd 
i varierande höjder, allt mellan en meter upp till tio meters höjd och i bland 
även direkt på marken.

Koltrast
Äter: Frön, bär, insekter och mask.

Häckar: Koltrasten häckar regelbundet läng kusten, såväl på Västkusten 
som i Stockholms skärgård. En förutsättning är att det finns växtlighet och 
gärna mänskilig bebyggelse. Vanligtvis byggs boen på låghöjd i täta träd 
eller buskar.

Grönfink
Äter: Frön och insekter. Den besöker gärna fågelbord under vintern där den 
helst äter feta frön som solrosfrön och hampafrön. 

Häckar: Grönfinken häckar på några meters höjd i enbuskar eller täta 
granar

Eurasian Blue Tit
Food: Insects, caterpillars and  chrysalises. During the winter they often visit bird tables where 
it eats tallow and seeds and bread rich from oil.  The Blue Tit’s winterfood also consist of seeds 
from rowanberries and birch.

Nest: The Blue Tit looks for spare caverns in trees and rock cracks to nest in, but it it also happy 
to nest in bird houses.

Fieldfare
Food: They often catches their food from open fields where they primarily are looking for 
worms, but also snails, insects, spiders and other small animals. During the fall and winter the 
Fieldfares eats different kinds of berries and fruit. 

Nest: Both in pairs as well as in bigger colonies. The nest are built in trees of varying hieghts, 
anywhere between one to ten meters and in some cases even directly on the ground. 

Common Blackbird
Food: Seeds, berries, insects and worm. 

Nest: The Common Blackbird are regulary nesting along the coast, as well along the eastcoast 
as in the Stockholm archipelago. A condition for the Blackbird to nest is that there is vegetation 
and human settlement. The nests are regulary built on low hieghts in dense trees or bushes. 

European Greenfinch
Food: Seeds and insects. They often visit bird tables during winter where they preferably eats 
seeds such as sunflower seeds and hemp seeds. 

Nest: The Greenfinch nest on a few meters hieghts in juniper bushes of in dense firtrees. 
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Pilfink
Äter: Insekter och ogräsfrön.

Häckar: Pilfinken häckar ofta i ihåliga träd i parker och alleér, under tegelpannor 
och ibland även i fågelholkar. Precis som Gråsparven så bildar de livslånga äkten-
skap.

Talgoxe
Äter: Insekter, frön, talg och bröd,

Häckar: De häckar i fågelholkar, ihåliga träd, i ventiler och andra liknande ställen.

Kaja
Äter: Fångar ofta sin föda på åkrar och avskrädeshögar men äter de mesta 
och rotar även i papperskorgar. På sensommaren äter den gärna frukter 
och bär.

Häckar: Kajan häckar ofta i holkar eller i ihåliga träd men även i håligheter i 
byggnader och skorstenar. Om möjligheten finns så häckar de gärna i stora 
kolonier.

Skata
Äter: Insekter, daggmask, sniglar, bär men även ägg och fågelungar. 

Häckar: Skatan häckar gärna i mänsklig bebyggelse. Boen består av pinnar, 
kvistar, lera, gräs och fjädrar m.m som med jämna mellanrum byggs på och 
kan bli meterhöga.

Eurasian Tree Sparrow
Food: Insects and weed seeds.

Nest: The Tree Sparrow often nest in hollow trees in parks and avenues, under roofing tiles and 
occationally in bird houses. Just as the House Sparrow they build lifelong wedlocks.

Great Tit
Food: Insects, seeds, tallow and bread. 

Nest: The Great Tit nest in bird houses, in hollow trees, inside blow-holes and other similar 
places.

Western JackdawFood: They often cathces their food from fields and piles of garbage but they eat almost 
everything and also eats from trashbins. During late summer they are happy to eat fruit and 
berries.

Nest: The Jackdaw often nest in bird houses or in hollow trees but also in caverns in buildings 
and chimneys. If  they have the oppirtunity they readily nest in colonies.

Common Magpie
Food: Insects, worm, snails, berries but also eggs and chickens.

Nest: The Common Magpie are readily nesting among human settlement. The nests consist 
of sticks, brushwood, clay, grass and feathers etc. which is built on a regular basis and can be 
metres-high.

Gråsparv
Äter: Frön, frukter och insekter.

Häckar: Gråsparven häckar vanligtvis under tegelpannor, i ventliler, i övergivna 
svalbon men ibland även i buskage och häckar. De häckar i stora kolonier och 
Gråsparven skapar livslånga äktenskap.

House Sparrow

Food: Seeds, fruit and insects. 

Nest: The House Sparrow regulary nest under roofing tiles, inside blow-holes, in abandoned swallow 
nests and  occationally they nest in bushes and hedges. They nest in colonies and they build lifelong 
wedlocks.

Pilfink
Äter: Insekter och ogräsfrön.

Häckar: Pilfinken häckar ofta i ihåliga träd i parker och alleér, under tegelpannor 
och ibland även i fågelholkar. Precis som Gråsparven så bildar de livslånga äkten-
skap.

Talgoxe
Äter: Insekter, frön, talg och bröd,

Häckar: De häckar i fågelholkar, ihåliga träd, i ventiler och andra liknande ställen.

Kaja
Äter: Fångar ofta sin föda på åkrar och avskrädeshögar men äter de mesta 
och rotar även i papperskorgar. På sensommaren äter den gärna frukter 
och bär.

Häckar: Kajan häckar ofta i holkar eller i ihåliga träd men även i håligheter i 
byggnader och skorstenar. Om möjligheten finns så häckar de gärna i stora 
kolonier.

Skata
Äter: Insekter, daggmask, sniglar, bär men även ägg och fågelungar. 

Häckar: Skatan häckar gärna i mänsklig bebyggelse. Boen består av pinnar, 
kvistar, lera, gräs och fjädrar m.m som med jämna mellanrum byggs på och 
kan bli meterhöga.
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Nest: The Tree Sparrow often nest in hollow trees in parks and avenues, under roofing tiles and 
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Nest: The Great Tit nest in bird houses, in hollow trees, inside blow-holes and other similar 
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everything and also eats from trashbins. During late summer they are happy to eat fruit and 
berries.

Nest: The Jackdaw often nest in bird houses or in hollow trees but also in caverns in buildings 
and chimneys. If  they have the oppirtunity they readily nest in colonies.

Common Magpie
Food: Insects, worm, snails, berries but also eggs and chickens.
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berries.

Nest: The Jackdaw often nest in bird houses or in hollow trees but also in caverns in buildings 
and chimneys. If  they have the oppirtunity they readily nest in colonies.

Common Magpie
Food: Insects, worm, snails, berries but also eggs and chickens.

Nest: The Common Magpie are readily nesting among human settlement. The nests consist 
of sticks, brushwood, clay, grass and feathers etc. which is built on a regular basis and can be 
metres-high.

Gråsparv
Äter: Frön, frukter och insekter.

Häckar: Gråsparven häckar vanligtvis under tegelpannor, i ventliler, i övergivna 
svalbon men ibland även i buskage och häckar. De häckar i stora kolonier och 
Gråsparven skapar livslånga äktenskap.

House Sparrow

Food: Seeds, fruit and insects. 

Nest: The House Sparrow regulary nest under roofing tiles, inside blow-holes, in abandoned swallow 
nests and  occationally they nest in bushes and hedges. They nest in colonies and they build lifelong 
wedlocks.



Öppning för enkel 
påfyllnad av mat

Placerad ovanför marken för att skydda 
maten från andra djur
Placed above ground to keep out 
of reach for other animals

Stöd för att undvika att fåglarna sitter i maten
- Smittor bland fåglar (ex. salmonella) sprids 
  bland annat genom avföring vilket gör att 
  man bör undvika att såglarna sitter i maten
Support to keep the birds from sitting in the 
food (to prevent spread of diseases)

Väderskydd för mat och fåglar
- För att undvika att maten
  blir fuktig och ruttnar
Weather protection for food
and birds

Vattentätt tak
Water proof material

Viktigt att tänka på när man matar fåglar:
Important to consider while feeding birds:

DIFFERENT KINDS OF BIRD FEEDERS

1. Gravity Feeder
Gravity feeders usually have a roof and either glass or plastic 
sides so birds can see the food.

2. Open-shelf feeder
Open-shelf feeders may or not have a roof and usually do 
not have sides except for a small rim,which keeps the food 
from falling or blowing away.Uncovered feeders allow the 
birds to see danger and are popular because the birds are 
very visible.

3. Ground Feeder
The advantage of this type is that it attracts several species 
of birds that rarely visit feeders hung from trees, placed or 
attached to buildings.

4. Suet Feeder
Suet feeders commonly consist of either a small wire basket 
or a large mesh bag in which suet is placed.These feeders 
are suspended to one side of a tree or building.
Besides, we are supposed to locate feeders about 6-12 feet 
from trees and bushes to allow feeding birds to escape easily 
from predators. And also, if we tend to attract more birds, 
fresh and clean water, shelter and a landscape rich in trees 
and shrubs are required as well.

Placed above ground to keep out of 
reach for other animals

Support to keep the birds 
from sitting in the food (to 
prevent spread of 
diseases)

Weather protection 
for food and birds

Water proof material

V
IMPORTANT TO THINK ABOUT WHILE FEEDING BIRDS;

Lid for easy refill

Week1 

Week2

Week3Week4

BIRD FEEDER

BIRD HOUSE

BIRD FEEDING STATION

Insamling av material
Material harvesting

Byggande av en testversion
Building a mockup

Kapande och slipning av 
byggnadsdelar
Cutting and sanding parts of the structure

Återbesök
Revisit

Forts. byggdelar
Continue cutting and sanding 

Fraktning av material 
till platsen
Moving material to the site

Byggande på platsen
Buildning on site

Plocka ner struktur 
och ta tillbaka till KTH
Take the structure apart and 
bring it back to KTH

Återuppbygga 
strukturen på KTH
Rebuild the structure at KTH

Placerat testversion på platsen
Placing the mockup on site

Konceptformulering
Concept formulation





1:3 BARNHUSBRON
BUILDING BENCHES, HANGING SWINGS

SITE LOCATION
The site for this project was Barnhusbron, a bridge built in 1969 that connects Norrmalm and Kungsholmen. We had the ability to 
work both on top and below the bridge on the Norrmalm side. Either side of the bridge are buildings owned by Castellum, one is 
abandoned and currently an active building site and the other is offices for catering company Maison Pierre and bank Handelsbanken.

The majority of the site is used as a service yard for Maison Pierre where trucks regularly enter and leave making and receiving 
deliveries. There is also underground parking for the staff at Handlesbanken so cars occasionally enter and leave at the beginning 
and end of the working day. 

To the front of the site below the bridge there is an area of unclear ownership. It became aware to us that it was privately owned land, 
but it is on the boundary of the public realm, next to a footpath and bike lane. Behind the fence is clearly private space and does not 
welcome a passerby to enter due to its dark and heavily industrial nature. 

The initial observation of the site that we all had was that all areas of the site were not particularly inviting, but there was opportunity 
to improve these spaces to make them more functional for Stockholmers. 

We found three main sites within the context with different site boundaries and characteristics and explored what we could add to 
improve them. 

Aerial map showing the location of Barnuhsbron 

Adam Ulveson 
Elin Monie-Landerö 
Jack Lewandowski 

Johannes Hönan Wiktorsson 
Morong Lin

SITE OBSERVATIONS

The first site is in front of the fence below the bridge. The space is 
defined by the fence, platform and the road and footpath that run 
beside it. The space is evidently used by many people every day as a 
commuter line into and out of the city centre, but nobody stops to use 
the space. The cobblestone area and platform appear that they are 
used by has potential for a space to stop and take a break.

The site behind the fence is far more private and cut off to the public. 
It is under lit and industrial feeling which does make it an inviting place 
to spend time. The main usage for this particular area is for loading 
and unloading vans and for members of staff at Handelsbanken to 
park their cars.

The final site is behind a fence by the side of the abandoned 
building. The most defining feature of this space is how secluded it 
is from the street and rest of the site. It has an aura of reflection and 
peacefulness despite its location, and the light that diffuse down from 
above has a pleasant quality. 

One of the first tasks that we as a group undertook was to inhabit 
the site for a full working day in order to observe how it is used and 
by whom. 

We began to test the site by collecting materials we could find and 
moving existing objects. We removed an area of the cobblestone 
flooring and planted weeds in the space, creating a sculptural tower. 
It soon became evident that we would be able to work on the site with 
little to no interference from the public or land owners. 

During our day at the site we observed a number of users, such as 
a taxi driver who used an area of the site as a bathroom. There were 
also a small group of workers who would smoke under the bridge, 
huddled onto a makeshift bench. From this we looked into various 
options for small interventions based on our findings, such as building 
a new smokers bench, or a decorative toilet paper holder to make 
light of the taxi drivers actions



Following our site research, both on and off site, we concluded that we should focus on two specific sites. The first being the platform 
that houses the gate at the front of the overall, the second being the space behind the fence next to the currently empty building site. 
It was in both these spaces we felt that a common theme of ‘slowing’ could be achieved through interventions. 

The contrast in the sites was an interesting aspect - one is visible yet often passed by whilst the other is hidden and has been 
neglected for years. 

The next stage in the project was to determine what we wanted to design to achieve this goal.

DECISION

SITE A DESIGN PROCESS

The initial task to complete for designing an intervention for the first site was to go and analyse its scale and any other interesting 
details more thoroughly. One phrase that came out of our exploration was the space is:

‘...between a house, a pillar, a fence and a street...’

We decided that we needed to give this undervalued and neglected space a unifying identity through our design.

There were many options that we explored, such as painting all the various materials, adding patterns or utilising the wood from the 
cabin and building a wooden platform. The main objective behind all the ideas was to give an aspect of either warmth or joy to the 
cold, hard space that exists.

The option of covering part or all of the site in wooden panelling seemed to fit our brief as it echoed the domesticity felt in a house, 
particularly a cabin such as the one we took apart to harvest material for this project.

Site A Site B

OPTIONS

DEVELOPMENT

We decided to go with the wooden covering to create 
a platform. This way we would be introducing warm 
materials into a cold, hard space, whilst giving it identity.

We wanted the construction to be sturdy, have no impact 
on the existing structure and look soft and inviting. The 
detail of the basic construction design can be seen to the 
left. All wooden elements simply rest on the existing stone 
platform, and then are held together by their collective 
weight. Screws only go into wood and this method of 
construction is completely removable if the land owner so 
wishes us to do so. 

The ambition was to create a domestic feeling 
environment that would be sturdy enough for continued 
use, whilst inviting people to slow down and rest in a 
comfortable looking space.

We explored ways of decoration to soften the space and 
make it have a more domestic aesthetic. We looked into 
the concept of ‘Snickarglädje’ or ‘carpenters joy’ which is a 
technique often used in domestic houses to embellish the 
entrance with carved patterns. This would help echo the 
domestic environment we aimed to achieve. 

Semi circles were a mentioned often, as the shape alludes 
to the concept of slowing down, and adds a particular 
softness to the otherwise rather rigid form of the wood.

We decided that we would cut the wood on the vertical 
face to show the stone work behind and create a swooping 
edge, and paint on top of the platform to create seat like 
impressions and help give the platform a visual contrast.

Option A - Wooden Covering

Covering the space with wooden planks 
to unify the surfaces, whilst alternating 
the direction of the planks to maintain the 

variation of the existing elements.

Option B - Singular Colour Variation

Covering the existing elements in various 
shades of the same colour to give a 
unifying identity and definition to the 

existing space.

Option C - Crazy Patterns

Covering the existing elements in various 
crazy patterns to give a unique identity 

and joy to an otherwise lost space.



SITE B DESIGN PROCESS

OPTIONS

We explored various ways that we could add an intervention to this particular space. The initial options were related to how the space 
could be accessed in different ways - to create a ‘trespassing playground’. We had various options that can be seen in the sketch to 
the left, including slides, rope climbs and staircases.

The main issue with all of these options is how dangerous they would be if they were actually used, and our ability to design 
something with function. 

We also explored options of how the space could be used if it was inhabited, rather than just ways of accessing it. The idea of creating 
a room came up, or a designing a space for self reflection. 

This process was a back and forth process after and during tutorials between ideas, sketches, photo montages and then group 
analysis to see which would be the most viable solution to link towards our concept of slowing down and creating a more domestic 
environment.

Option A - Ladder

One of the hanging access options that 
was brought through from the initial ideas 
was that of a rope ladder to connect the 
bridges at the top to the space below. The 
issue with this design idea is the safety of 
the element and it would have to perhaps 
be just artistic and serve no real function.

Option B - Swing

Following the idea of hanging ropes into 
the space, we then looked at the idea 
of adding swings that would hang from 
the two bridges above. The swings tie 
into the concept of slowing down, and 
bring a level of domesticity to the space 
as swings evoke memories of childhood 

and home. 

Option C- Bookcase

A bookcase was another option explored 
for a hanging option. A bookcase is a very 
domestic object, and has a relationship 
to the action of relaxation and therefore 
connects with the slowing concept. We 
discussed the idea of having a book 
exchange perhaps, but the inaccessibility 
of the site gave this option less credibility.

DEVELOPMENT

We decided upon hanging a swing to the space. A swing can be both a place of excitement and fun whilst also being one 
of reflection and relaxation. The key aspect in the design of the swing was on site testing. To the site we took a simple 
construction, consisting of a seat, 2 lengths of rope and a beam to attach the swing to the bridges at the top. 

The test swing was relatively easy to install and we were soon able to start using it. The most interesting result from this 
testing was how slow it was due to the length of the rope; it has the appearance of being in slow motion when observed. 
This certainly echoed our theme of slowing down.

Following the test swing, we decided that the construction should did not need to be any more complex than in the test, but 
should be secured more sturdily so that it does not get removed like the test did. We designed some fixing mechanisms as 
ways of attaching the top beam more securely to the bridges. 

The main design decisions to be made next were that of the aesthetic quality of the swing. We looked at various shapes and 
forms but settled on a simple yet beautiful rectangle. We wanted it to also echo the domesticity of the platform and connect 
the two sites and interventions. We used the same semi-circular pattern to make a visual connection and relate to the idea 
of a fabric table cloth being placed onto the seat..



BENCH CONSTRUCTION

• We began the construction by alerting the land owner, Castellum, 
that we were going to be building a entirely removable structure 
on their property, in the hope of opening a positive dialogue.

• The first task in the construction was to cut all the boards to size 
at school. The construction is made up of 5 different wooden 
elements which are:

• We sanded all the exposed wooden pieces to soften their edges, 
and then oiled the wood to give it a weatherproof protective layer 
for when it is exposed to the elements.

• All the wood was transported down to site and assembly began.

• The structural beams were first placed in the correct postition and 
made flat so that the rest of the wood could be level when placed 
on top. The 2235mm beams were then screwed into place to give 
the base structure rigidity.

• The platform boards were then spaced correctly and screwed into 
place to form the first exposed surface.

• The vertical boards were cut to measure and then attached using 
the spacing board behind to get all the spacing correct.

• The vertical boards were then marked up with the semi circle 
design using a pre-made template, removed individually and 
cut on site to their specific shape and re-assembled to form the 
complete vertical face.

• Finally the pattern was spray painted on top using a second 
template, and spray varnished to protect the paint from damage. 

• 1250mm boards for platform 
  

• 850mm boards for vertical face 
 

• 2235mm structural beams to support 
platform

• 2235mm boards to attach platform 
boards to beams

• 
• 2235mm boards to attach vertical 

boards to for spacing purposes





• The swing was first constructed by hand cutting and 
sanding what was deemed as the most beautiful 
piece of wood that could be salvaged from the cabin.

• The ropes were the same as the test swing, but they 
were braided to give them more stability and to have 
a more attractive visual appearance and ergonomic 
design. 

• The swing seat was attached to the ropes by 
separating the two braid and then threading and tying 
off through the holes that were drilled into the seat.

• The top supportive beam was then put into place and 
attached securely.

• The swing was lowered into the space, and then 
tested by us to ensure it worked in the same way 
as before.

SWING CONSTRUCTION





1:4 ATLASTÄPPAN/ POP-UP 
PUP PARK

A PROJECT ABOUT OPENING UP TO AN UNUSED ZONE

Atlastäppan is a small park with a playground, benches, 
some grass, and some bushes. When looking at it in plan 
we discovered a segment of the park cut off with bushes, a 
green unused area. We decided we wanted to do something 
with this zone. And after spending a day in the park we 
noticed the big amount of dogs passing through. We wanted 
to do something with this too. So activating an unused zone 
plus creating something for the local dogs resulted in the 
Pop-up pup park!

We added a staircase with a sign (entrance) and a fence, 
poop bag dispenser, hooks, a noticeboard, and smell boxes 
(dog park). It was taken down within 10 days, probably by 
the city. 



Site analysis





Laura Sacher
Kajsa Larsson
Fredrik Hultin
Nicklas Lindersköld



1.5 AKTIVITETSTORGET

The place that our team got was Arenatorget. 
It is a square located between Friends Arena, 
Mall of Scandinaivia and Quality Hotels. The 
site is asphalted and today it works as a daily 
entry for the Mall of Scandinavia. 
A couple of times a month, the square is also 
used as entrance to tens of thousands of visi-
tors to the Friends Arena. 
After being there a couple of times, the team 
agreed on the following problems and possi-
bilities of this space:

PROBLEMS:

-   The site is not buildable because of the   
     evacuation of Friends Arena’s audience.
-   All the facades and pavements 
    consist of the same color which is 
    perceived very gray.
-   It is a too big place for daily use and 
    too small for events.
-   It is a “between space” without any  
     identity.

POSSIBILITIES:

-   This square has a large open space.
-   It is “Undesigned”
-   A lot of people are going there.
-   Around the square there are many facilities.

Arenatorget nowadays.

Notes on site.

människor

aktiviteter

A RENATORGET

Concept diagram..

The main idea that we came up with 
was transforming the space in an activ-
ity square, a place where people could 
go to do sport, work out, hang out... 
The location of this square was perfect 
for that idea due to is it is between the 
main Arena in the city and a big an im-
portan Mall.

To reach those who own the space 
and to show them our intentions we 
started sketching to make an event. 
By painting a temporary activity square 
with crayons and borrowing basketball 
baskets from an organization could we 
make an event for the locals and visi-
tors of Mall of Scandinavia. Our idea 
was to photograph and show the inten-
tions from a real event and through that 
realize it in reality.   



Mock up on site.

When we decided to create active areas in the square, we chose to sketch 
directly on site. To understand the size of our additions and also to see how 
people in the environment would react. We wanted to sketch something that 
was temporary so we bought crayons and drew our mock up on site.

While working on site measuring the square for different structures like benches 
and skateboard features Mats came down from his office asking us what the hell 
we were doing. This was the start of a new fullscale stage.  

We took part of CF Möller’s initial plans for the square. We guess that the priority 
was low and when they were short of money the square was effected. When 
being confronted by Mats we had the opportunity to tell him about our economic 
proposal that could bring life to the area. 

Gestaltningssamordning offentliga ytor Dp1 – Program 2010-04-23
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Råsta Projektutveckling AB

Skala 1:1500

Diskret mönstereffekt, Södertörns Högskola, Huddinge

Tydlig mönstereffekt, Campus Lindholmen, Göteborg

Detalj yta av betongplattor med tydlig mönstereffekt

Material och mönsterverkan
Ytskikt på Arenatorget och vilplan i trappor 
samt övriga entrétorg och platser utförs 
med en kombination av betongplattor i 
standardstorlekar (genomgående fog) och 
asfalt.

En färgskala av standardgrå, ljusgrå, vit 
och antracitgrå betongplattor används för 
att skapa olika mönstereffekter.

Planen visar en variation på mönsterverkan 
mellan asfalt och betongplattor.

Arenatorget
Ytbeläggning

Asfalt med friser och 
mönster av betongplattor

Yta med betongplattor, med 
mönster i avvikande kulör

Initial planning for the site from BAU Architects.

After meeting Mats, the school Office work start-
ed, we needed to create a pitch because thanks 
to Mats we were going to have a meeting with 
some responsible people of the square. 
This pitch was sumarised in three main topics: 
Why sport, why there and finally, why colour. 

WHY SPORT

Nowadays spaces focused on activating chil-
dren decreases sharply. By presenting the 
square as a place for movement, play and sport, 
we want to counteract this trend. 

We want to create opportunity for spontaneity in 
a place that today can be likened to one pas-
sage or a waiting room. People move less and 
less. The proposal is a square that invites ac-
tivities in an increasingly sedentary culture. We 
want to create a place with an opportunity for 
spontaneity of sport.

The project is in line with Solna’s investments 
in sports and how the municipality is profil-
ing as a sports community om kostanderna. 

Mall of Scandinavia
NA 6- Rodamco Handel AB c/o Rodamco 
Scandinavia Holding AB

NA 5
Fabege Nationalrenan5 AB

NA 1
Friends Arena
Arenabolaget kommanditbolag 

NA 9 
Visio Gate AB

NA 3
Råsta Arenakontor AB
c/o Fabege

NA 4
Brf Fribiljetten

NA 2
Råsta Hotell AB

NA 13
Brf
Members Club 
c/o PEAB

NA 12
Brf
Vip Logen 
c/o PEAB

NA 11
Brf Pressläktaren

NA 10
Brf Sänsongskortet
c/o Bonea förvaltning

NA 14

NA 7

Friends Arena

Mall of Scandinavia

Nuvandra ägarsitaution för tomter runt Arenatorget
Information om ägande hämtad från Lantmäteriet den 5/10 2017

Tredimensionellt
fastighetsutrymme
(troligtvis garage)

Nationalarenan # (NA#)

Byggnad

NA 2
Råsta Hotell AB

Mapping ownership: For our project was necessary to understand the ownership. The site is situated in a complex environment of 
different ownership. Arenatorget is mostly owned by MoS but our project stretches over several plots owned by different actors.



Proposal plan

WHY HERE

Arenatorget is directly connected to Friends 
Arena, a national arena that houses many ma-
jor sporting events. In combination with Mall of 
Scandinavia’s many visitors form the Arenator-
get this is the perfect place to unite people and 
activity in a fun way.

The area is today very empty, lifeless and un-
tapped. Our addition of the new Activity square 
enriches the place more life and motion.

The square’s surfaces consist only of asphalt 
and there are no trees on the spot. Painting 
the asphalt gives a more processed impres-
sion which raises interest and makes the place 
happier.

WHY COLOUR

Painting asphalt does not require any major 
preliminary work, the work effort is relatively 
small, as well as the costs.

We understood our proposal an an addition, 
not as an intervention.

The addition gives a great effect because it 
adds color to a place which is dominated by 
gray areas.
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And now...

Do it Again!

BLUE IS LAVA!!!
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50 m Running Track

VISUALS

Top perspective. Before. Top perspective. After.



Perspective A. Before. Perspective A. After.

Aina Marquès López
Paola Westerberg

Carl Loftén
Moa Sellerfors

Gustaf Hammerbo

Perspective B. Before. Perspective B. After.



  2                 GLOBAL HEROES



 

 

 
 

GLOBAL HEROES 
COURSE A42B13/A52B13. KTH FULL SCALE STUDIO. 2017/10/31 – 2017/12/05 
 
 
A LITTLE BIT FOR THE WORLD:  
UNEP has stated that buildings account for more than 40% of total energy consumption, and 
the construction sector as a whole is responsible for approximately 40% of all human-
produced waste. If the building sector is the most resource demanding, it’s about time to 
reinvent this sector. In becoming full scale architects, we think it is appropriate that you aim to 
save the world. And there is a real difference to be made in how we understand and deal with 
the materiality of architecture.  
The course is a study of material resources and how to make inventions that can have an 
effect on a global scale. The aim is to learn about material properties, lifecycles, recycling, 
production lines, coasts and logistics. In parallel, your assignment is to research a specific 
material and make full-scale experiments in order to develop more intelligent building 
components for the better of mankind. 
The most promising outcomes could be considered as a building material for the spring 
semester projects, and put to real full-scale use. 
 
THE PLANT: 
The starting point is that living matter usually is renewable. We want you to develop a 
component based on material that grows, yes we mean literally grows as a plant. Traditional 
building materials are very often natural and locally produced. This has its limitations, but also 
its obvious benefits in ecological footprint. What are the demands of building materials today? 
What can be produced/reused locally in our technological and globalized world? What 
contextual parameters matter when we discuss “locally” and “globally”? What material 
performances are most attractive, and to whom? 
 
TEAMS & RESOURCES: 
Work individually or in teams up to 3 people. It is up to you to find collaborations and structure 
the research. As usual, we are convinced that combined ideas and efforts reach further. 
Individual investigations may be combined and initial teams may split up, all in favour for the 
bigger picture.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
ASSIGNMENTS & CALENDAR 
 
 
1. STARTING POINT: Collecting Samples 
Find a resource to work with. The only parameter is that it should be possible to grow from 
scratch and harvest.

2.  RESEARCH: Getting Supplies 
Get to know the resource theoretically. Learn everything about its structural properties and 
how it reacts to different conditions. Compile the knowledge in a fact sheet.  
 
3. FULL SCALE LABORATORY 
Develop your idea and study material and tectonic characteristics in 1:1. Perform real 
temperature, deformation and resistance tests. Use the outcomes to modify and improve your 
component. Document all the process.
 
PIN-UP: Tuesday Nov 7 
Prepare a 10 min presentation of your research about the material you choose to work with 
and your full scale tests and experiments.  
 
Hand-in an A1 printed poster including a fact sheet, sketches, and a thorough documentation 
of the experiments. Bring the 1:1 tests and experiments. 
 
 
4. SYSTEM 
Consider connections and reliance to other building components. Develop the material 
discoveries into real building systems. Explore through drawings, models and 1:1 tests the 
application of the original material into a building system. Document all the process.
 
PIN-UP: Friday Nov 24 
Present a full-scale prototype of the building component. Explain its intelligence and main 
properties, how and where to use it, and what kind of spatial qualities it can make possible. 
 
Hand-in an A1 printed poster including drawings and technical data necessary to describe 
how the building system works. Bring a full scale prototype. 
 
 
5. BUILDABILITY 
Develop the prototype into a functional building component integrated into a building system.  
 
FINAL REVIEW: Friday Dec 1 
Course outcome: A new experimental building method, attempting to improve the world in a 
concrete and material sense. Show your intervention through a full scale mockup and 1:1 
samples put through sufficient tests (water, fire, pressure, ware). 
 
Document your work in a comprehensive set of drawings, models and factsheets, and 
prepare a 10-minute presentation.  
 
Hand-in two A1 printed posters including drawings and technical data necessary to describe 
how the building system works. Bring a full scale mockup. 
Explain the production method, lifecycle and estimated coasts through diagrams. 
Explain its buildability through diagrams and demonstrations. 
Explain its structure through structural drawings and details.  
 
 
PUBLISH your work as a blog-post on Friday Dec 1. 
 
 
 



THE RESIN BLOCK

WALL DETAIL 1:10

1. Fasade cladding

2. Horisontal lath

3. Vertical lath

4. Loadbearing resin blocks

5. Inside claddingThe blocks have two slots that make them easier to 
place on each other and also increase stability.

250

15

15

120

90

75

90

62

RESIN BLOCK DETAIL 

HOW TO CREATE A 100% COMPOSTABLE BUILDING 
MATERIAL WITH AS FEW COMPONENTS AS POSSIBLE

Fetvedens vänner

Is an association that uses the 
method of barking to get an 
naturally impregnated wood, 
so called fat wood. When you 
remove the bark from a living 
tree it starts to produce more 
resin to protect itself from 
rottening.

The resin is antiseptic and 
makes the wood both 
resistant to moist and from 
rottening. 

RESIN

The oldest known use of plant resin comes from the late 
Middle Stone Age in Southern Africa where it was used as an 
adhesive for hafting stone tools.

-  Hard to work with

= Many plants, particularly woody plants, produce resin in response to injury. 
    The resin acts as a bandage protecting the plant from invading insects and pathogens.

The use of resin:

The resin produced by most plants is composed mainly of terpenes 
and derivatives.

Plant resins are valued for the production of varnishes, adhesives, 
and food glazing agents.

They are also prized as raw materials for the synthesis of other organic 
compounds and provide constituents of incense and perfume. 

+ Organic

+ Anticeptic and protects the 
    material from fungus 

+ Hardens fast

+ Strong

+ Compostable

By Amelie Norén and Felicia Svensson

=+

4. The Resin block is set to dry.
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Fetvedens vänner

Is an association that uses the 
method of barking to get an 
naturally impregnated wood, 
so called fat wood. When you 
remove the bark from a living 
tree it starts to produce more 
resin to protect itself from 
rottening.

The resin is antiseptic and 
makes the wood both 
resistant to moist and from 
rottening. 

RESIN

The oldest known use of plant resin comes from the late 
Middle Stone Age in Southern Africa where it was used as an 
adhesive for hafting stone tools.

-  Hard to work with

= Many plants, particularly woody plants, produce resin in response to injury. 
    The resin acts as a bandage protecting the plant from invading insects and pathogens.

The use of resin:

The resin produced by most plants is composed mainly of terpenes 
and derivatives.

Plant resins are valued for the production of varnishes, adhesives, 
and food glazing agents.

They are also prized as raw materials for the synthesis of other organic 
compounds and provide constituents of incense and perfume. 

+ Organic

+ Anticeptic and protects the 
    material from fungus 

+ Hardens fast

+ Strong

+ Compostable

PRODUCT

GROW

HARVEST COMPOST

The Lifecycle of the Recin block

1. The straw is an byproduct from the harvest 
    of cereals. The use of straw is an old tradition 
    in the construction of houses, for example as 
    a tatch roof, insulation and in some cases as 
    the loadbearing part of the wall construction.

2. After the growth of the ingredients they are 
    harvested and taken to the production.
 
    The resin is produced by many plants in 
    response to injury. There are di�erent ways to 
    harvest resin and the easyest way is to use the
    method of barking. When barking you 
    consciously hurt the tree by removing some 
    of it’s bark. When the tree starts producing the 
    resin you can harvest it.

3. The product is manufactured and 
    then used until it is worn out.

4. After the product has served it´s purpose it 
    can be composted and the soil can be used to
    grow the next generation of the recin block. 
    

PROCESS

2. The straw is added to the resin and  
     blended evenly. 

 3. Then the mix is put  into a mould 
      and pressed to get rid of added water.
    

4. The Resin block is set to dry.
 
    

1. The resin is heated in a water bath 
     untill it starts to melt. Some water 
     is added to make the resin easyer 
     to work with.

Resin as a loadbearing building block



My starting point was choosing corn. It’s the world’s third 
most grown cereal and it is rich in starch, which made me 
think it could be both useful and strong as a building mate-
rial.

I bought fresh corn and corn starch and started experiment-
ing. At the end of day 1 I put a batch of cornstarch with water 
in the oven - what came out was a hard, brittle, transparent, 
bubbly sheet. I googled it, and it turned out I had made a 
classic diy bioplastic.  
 
I tried different molds and drying methods, and I refined 
my recipe by adding agar agar. I started thinking of using 
the tranperency in a good way, and deicided to make a 
lampshade. 

As my cornstarch plastic dried, it had its own life and bent 
and twisted as it wanted. It left a rather fleshy feel to the end 
product, and sewing the pieces together to make the made 
shade reminded me of zombie skin, hence the name. 

CORNSTARCH PLASTICS/ 
CORNZOMBIE LAMP

FROM CORN EXPERIMENT TO FLESHY DIY BIOPLASTICS

Early experiments. I tried thread as reinforcement.I sewed the pieces together with string while it was still soft.

Image text Arial Italic 6pkt

Kajsa Larsson
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MYCELIUM TILE DETAIL

THE MYCELIUM TILE
HOW TO CREATE A 100% COMPOSTABLE BUILDING 
MATERIAL WITH AS FEW COMPONENTS AS POSSIBLE

By Amelie Norén and Felicia Svensson

+ =Placed into a mold 
for 2-3 weeks

5. Then placed in the oven for about 1 hour in 200 ° to stop the 
     growth of the mycelium. When the mycelium reaches 150 °  
     it dies.
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MYCELIUM
= Mycelium is the vegetative part of a fungus or fungus-like bacterial colony

Fungi in an ecosystem:

Decomposes organic compounds and is essential for converting 
biomass into compost. Compost is an essential soil amendment 
and fertilizer for organic farming and gardening.

Removes a wide array of toxins from damaged environments or 
wastewater. As a biological �lter, removing chemicals and 
microorganisms from soil and water

+ Self grown

+ Organic

+ Fire resistant

+ Moisture resitant

+ Stronger than concrete

Mycelium can act as a binder, holding new soil in place and 
preventing washouts until woody plants can be established.

By growing mycelium in agricultural waste it is possible to create 
an organic material that can be used to produce anything from 
shoes to building blocks.  The mycelium makes the material 
water resistant, �ame resistant and dielectric.

+ Adaptable in almost
    any shape

+ Good insulating capacity

+ Compostable

- Takes time to grow

PRODUCT

GROW

HARVEST COMPOST

The Lifecycle of the Mycelium tile

1. The straw is an byproduct from the harvest 
    of cereals. The use of straw is an old tradition 
    in the construction of houses, for example as 
    a tatch roof, insulation and in some cases as 
    the loadbearing part of the wall construction.

    Mycelium is the vegetative part of the fungus
    and can be grown in a large amount.

2. After the growth of the ingredients they are 
    harvested and taken to the production.

3. The product is grown and manufactured and 
    then used until it is worn out.

4. After the product has served it´s purpose it 
    can be composted and the soil can be used to
    grow the next generation of mycelium. 
    

PROCESS

2. The mould is sterilized with acetic acid 3. The straw and mycelium is placed into 
    the moulds and then packed in plastic
    �lm to prevent the mycelium to come
    in contact with other spores.
   The best environment for the mycelium 
   to grow is in a dark place about 15-20 °

3 weeks of growth

1. The straw is sterilized in  65° water 
     for 1-2 hours

Mycelium as an acoustic board or a facade cladding

4. After 3 weeks the mycelium is taken out of the moulds. 5. Then placed in the oven for about 1 hour in 200 ° to stop the 
     growth of the mycelium. When the mycelium reaches 150 °  
     it dies.



2. HUSK(rete)
Replacing the environmentally damaging 
materials found in Portland Cement with 
agricultural waste products.

THE ISSUE

THE (POTENTIAL) SOLUTION

WHY OAT HUSKS?

Jack Lewandowski 

Concrete is responsible for 5% 

of global CO2  emissions.

Concrete production is predicted 

to rise to 4.5 billion metric tonnes 

globally in 2019.

Cement, a key ingredient that 

makes up around 15% of a 

concrete mix, accounts for 50% of 

concrete’s CO2  emissions.

3
2010 2013 2016 2019

4

5

Cement Aggregate

Transportation

A traditional concrete mix uses 1 part cement (17.8%), 4 parts 
aggregate (71.4%) and 0.6 parts water (10.7%). 

In this mix the most harmful element is the cement. Concrete 
mixes require a certain amount of cement to bond the aggregate 
and harden to produce a rigid, strong concrete element

But what if this mix could be altered to reduce the percentage of 
cement that is found in many concrete mixes?

Certain concrete elements, in particular large structural 
elements such as beams and columns, could not be altered in 
such a way due to the stress that they need to endure. 

However, how about smaller concrete elements, such as bricks, 
or concrete used for aesthetical purposes such as counter tops 

and fireplaces? Concrete is getting increasingly more popular 
as a trend, and with this trend comes more environmental 
damage.

Many residential buildings are built from concrete blocks or 
bricks and it is becoming more common for concrete elements 
to be used in the home for aesthetic purposes. This means the 
residential sector accounts for 59% of concrete consumption 
worldwide.

These elements do not require the same compressive strength 
as other concrete products, so in theory could use a lower 
cement ratio if replaced with other substances, for example, oat 
husks. Oat husk is an agricultural by-product and is often burnt 
due to a severe lack of current uses. 

Cereal grains, such as oat, have many benefits for potential 
building materials. The straw part of the plant has been used 
for millenia in building materials such as adobe bricks. Grain 
is grown in abundance in Sweden and its climate is perfect 
for the cultivation, making this a readily accessible building 
material. 

When the plant is grown, it takes in carbon dioxide from the 
environment and releases oxygen. This carbon dioxide is 
stored in the plant and slowly released to the soil, but when the 

plant is harvested there is a large amount of carbon dioxide 
still embedded. The straw is used for animal bedding and other 
craft work, but the husks hold no value and are often burnt 
which releases the embodied carbon dioxide back into the 
atmosphere.  

By utilising this embodied carbon into a concrete mixture,  
concretes environmental impact could be severely reduced.

HOW DO WE GET OAT HUSKS?

FINAL BRICK

TEST BRICKS

The ‘husk’ is the outer shell of the grain found on cereal plants, for example oats. Cereal plants are grown and then harvested and 
sent off to mills where they are ground down to produce goods such as flour, and the husks are left as a by-product of this. The 
husks hold zero value so are often thrown away or burnt. Sweden grows approximately 5 million tonnes of cereal plants every year, 
890000 tonnes of oats included, leaving huge potential for this waste product to be incorporated into the building industry in some 
way.

+ + = THEN

oat husks

flour for 
example

incineration OR 
Husk(rete)

sun water seeds oats

Mix

0.6 Parts Water (10.7%) 
0.7 Parts Cement (13.3%)

0.3 Parts Ground Oat Husk (4.5%)
1 Parts Aggregate (35.7%)

3 Parts Solid Oat Husk (35.7%)

270kg

Less Carbon Dioxide emitted per tonne of concrete

30%

Less cement than in a traditional concrete mixture
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AN ECOFRIENDLY BOARD

Full Scale Studio - Global Heroes
Aina Marquès Lopez / Laura Sacher

F W       D(   )      
AN ECOFRIENDLY BOARD

Particle wood boards are 
made with formaldehyde  
which is dangerous for 
human health (resipartory 
diseases, cancers, allegies / 

asthma, fertility, ...)

Wood industry takes a 
large part in the swedish 
economy producing large 
amount of sawdust that can 

be reused in our boards. 

Compared to other 
materials wood is natural, 
sustainable and 1 m3 of 
wood stores 1ton of CO2. 

climate change 

LIFE CIRCLE

PRODUCTION 
RENEWABLE 
ENERGY

RAW MATERIAL
100%
ECO-FRIENDLY

I M P R O V E 
C A R B O N 
FOOTPRINT

1

2

3

4
RECYCLING
PRODUCTION 
OF ENERGY

4 x   water
1.5 x flour
3 x sugar
1 x vinegar
2 x bicarbonate
warm it

+ =

F(W)OOD BOARD

To improve the wood boards 
we decided to use a natural 
homemade glue developped 

with food ingredients

Our proposal is an ecofriendly board that is not made with 
formaldehyde, which is dangerous for human health (respira-
tory diseases, cancers, allergies, asthma, fertility...) and 
particle wood boards are made with it.

Global climate change is nowadays a crucial issue. There-
fore using wood in construction instead of other material is 
more natural and sustainable as wood stores CO2. (1m3 of 
wood is 1T of CO2).

Wood industry takes a large part in the swedish economy 
producing large amount of sawdust that can be reused in 
our boards.

With these three statements we investigated and created 
a wood board, ecofriendly and harmless that could be pro-
duced in Sweden in a cheap an sustainable way.

F(W)OOD BOARDS
The problem with the the wood boards is the substances that 
brings everything together. Our goal was to use a suistain-
able, cheap and harmless substance to improve the wood 
panels. We used homemade glue. This glue was developed 
with food ingredients.

The Glue Receipe consisted in warming the following 
ingredients.
       4 mugs of water
       1,5 mug of flour
       3 spoons of sugar
       1 spoon of vinegar
       2 spoon of bicarbonate

By mixing the homemade glue with sawdust and modeling it 
we could produce the F(W)OOD BOARDS(1).

The boards properties are the following ones. Those boards 
are combustible but they have a good resistence to the fire. 
They need moisture protection and good ventilation. The 
boards are easy to reshape due to the wood properties. They 
have high insulation properties and sound absortion. They 
do not reject VOC in the air and they have a pleasent smell 
although they need a treatment based on oil or chemicals 
against insects. It is a cheap material that can be trasnported 
easly and in big pieces and its components are cheap.

PRODUCTION(2)

F(WOOD) boards are produced in different stages, those are 
the following ones. 1.Mixing sawdust and the glue, 2.Pouring 
the mixture in the mould, 3.Pressing the mixture. 4.Drying 
the mixture. The board need to dry in a temperature of 150o 

C.

2.1 F(W)OOD
AN ECOFRIENDLY BOARD

(2). Production
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F(W)OOD BOARD

To improve the wood boards 
we decided to use a natural 
homemade glue developped 

with food ingredients

(1) F(W)OOD BOARDS 
      DIMENSIONS

The boards dimensions are 30cm x 30cm, the assembling is 
thanks to its geometry. They need an independent structure.

1 day

0.94 g/cm3 0.48 g/cm3

1.16 g/cm3 0.525 g/cm3

1 g/cm3

0.82 g/cm3

+++ +++

+++ +

+++

-

4 days

1/2 day 2 days

1 day

???

Mould assebling

Join to assemble the 
pannels together

Panel assebling

30
 c

m

30
 c

m

61 cm32 cm

3.5 cm

30 cm 30 cm

Dimens ions 
due to techni-
cal issues. 
Others are 
available.

Technical drawings

PROPERTIES

Need a moisture 
protection and a 
good ventilation

Easy to reshape, 
wood properties

High insulation 
qualities

Need an oil or che-
mical treatment 
against insects 
and moisture

Sound absorba-
tion

Sound absorba-
tion

Nice look

Light material, can 
be transport easily 
and in big pieces

Cheap materials

Combustible but 
good resistance if 
fire

61 cm
32 cm

3.5 cm

Technical drawings. Mould assembling.

Laura Sacher
Aina Marquès López

1/2 day
1,16 g/cm3

+++

1 day
0,94 g/cm3

+++

2 days
0,525 g/cm3

+

4 days
0,48 g/cm3

+++

??? days
0,82 g/cm3

-

1 day
1 g/cm3

+++

Research and tests.
The different tests were 
made in a smaller scale, 
as bricks.
The information on each 
one belongs to the time it 
took to dry, the weight and 
the stregth of each one.



MUSSEL TILES 
The project is born from the idea of understanding 

the mussel shells as a reusable and ornamental ele-
ment. That material, closely related to the sea, had 
to be visible and present in the intern structure of the 
piece. Thus became the idea of create a tile with shell 
as a main material.
Solving the colours, the textures and the shape defini-
tion were our mains worries. Colour, preferably related 
with sea, thought had to be obtained by using natural 
pigmentation. Texture, as a surface defining, though 
had to be mainly functional. Shape, as a formal char-
acter, thought had to present most versatility possible 
in pattern creation, easy to be mass produced and 
strong enough in terms of interior structure.

AIM AND IDEA

HOW TO CREATE MOLD
After realising the limitations the wood moulds had, 

we opt to investigate other types of moulds more 
easy-working for the companies. Thanks to the ver-
satility, the quality and the facility of production that 
have, we chose to use a plastic mould. 
To do so, we produced a negative mould which is 
placed below a previous heated plastic sheet. We 
put it inside the mold producer machine that absorbs 
the remaining air, and let it dry until acquired the final 
shape.

PROCESS
The final result is a semi-organic tile, slightly bluish 

in colour with two differents types of texture. Though 
to be used in interior spaces, it has a prepared shape 
to form different compositions. Its internal structure 
is strong enough thanks to the composition it has: a 
mixture of smashed clams, plaster, pigmentation and 
water. The versatility in the creation of shapes and the 
possibility of being produced massively are two of the 
main characteristics this piece have.

FINAL PRODUCT

Sergi Estrella
Fredrik Thulin



RECYCLING OF NEWSPAPER WASTE

Production of paper TreePrinting and assembling of 
newspaper

Building material:
News paper wood

Retail Consumers Reading Recycling

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

01. 
Old news papers and 
wooden sticks

Wood Paper industry

Recycling Newspaper Egg carton Bio energy

Paper Consumers

02. 
Potato flour, sugar and water

04.
Spread the glue on the 
newspaper

03.
Biol until it becomes glue

PAPERWOOD

05.
Role the newspaper around 
the wooden stick

06.
Leave a couple of days 
to dry

07. 
Saw the pieces

08.
Use the planks to build 
furniture for example

NEWSPAPERWOOD

Recycling of Newspaper waste.
Experiment with organic colorants such as beetroot and 
turmeric.
Natural glue made of flour, sugar and water.
 
Background:
Approximately 1 million tons of paper and cardboard are recy-
cled every year. We constantly see how wood is being turned 
into paper but not the other way around. News paper wood is 
a way to extend the life span of newspaper. We have explored 
different opportunities, when it comes to glue, processing and 
use of news paper. 
 
Process:
In our experiment we composed natural glue out of flour and 
sugar. We made three different compositions: flour and water, 
flour, sugar and water and potato flour, sugar and water. Old 
newspaper was rolled onto a dowel and then cut into boards. 
We also experimented using natural dye such as turmeric and 
beetroot.
 
Result:
When dried the material has similarities to wood. It can be cut 
into planks and used in several ways. We chose to make a 
piece of furniture. 
 

Roll cut up into planks Three legged bedside table made from news paper wood!

By: Tolla Stuart Dahlgren and Isa Bergh Lopes da Costa

Roll colored with turmeric

Failed test with flour and water glue

55 cm

3 cm

6 cm

Material Dimension limitations

Plaining and lathing the material

55 cm

39 cm

Material Dimension limitations



TEXTILE REUSE  
CASTED TEXTILE 

Viktor Lindström 

Bone glue 
 

Textile stripes  
 

Water 60o  

 

I harvested all of my raw material here, at the Stockholm stadsmission central inventory. 
The textile I got was not possible to sell in Sweden

I heated and mixed the textile with bone glue 

Then I casted the textile and glue mix on to diffrent molds. One wrapped around a pipe and another one pressed inside a tube. 

The product i present here is a casted textile material. 
It's made out of reused textile and bone glue.  Both of 
these materials rest products that other wised had been 
thrown away. I propose two different shapes, one solid 
and one pipe, but I imagine that almost any shape would 
be possible.  The product has both some good and some 
bad qualities. 

Good qualities: 
Strong (especially the tube) 
Esthetically interesting and soft to tusch
Large possibility of different shapes and sizes 

Bad qualities:
Terrible smell 
Difficult to control esthetically and structurally
Long drying time

A goal with this investigation was to reuse textile without 
it loosing its material feel. I wanted to enhance and use 
both the softness, color and natural flow of  the material. 
In a future stage I hope to find some other glue without 
the smell. I believe that this material should be used in 
products that you experience with tusch and sight.  

Door handel  

Light switch 

Stair railing  

Final product. Solid and pipe elements

Viktor Lindström 

SMALL HEAD LINE: ARIAL 12 BOLD ONLY CAPITALS



Material:  yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)

Aim:  Less material waste

Goal:  Porous and lightweight materials

Method:  Recycling and fermenting

Hypothesis:  If we can construct a fermented porous material from recycled fibers we can create a new material with decent load  

 bearing qualities, high insulation values and a great environmental impact.

BAKING NEW MATERIALS

Making glue and dipping dry strips of paper. 
Put in mold and apply pressure.

Still wet paperboard after five days in room 
temp.

First attempt at 
baking, no glue.

Finegrained sawdust Mix in the swadust in 
starch (glue)

Add yeast Bake for 1h. 100C, 
and 30 min. 150C

Sawdust and glue, fermented 
and baked, almost dry.

In water for 24 hoursStrips of newspapers Compressed in mold Dried in room temp. Nothing added except textile 

Experiments #1

We started experimenting with paper. We chose newspaper 
because it is a recycled material. We strived to add as 
little as possible. In some experiments we added our 
homemade glue (potato flour, sugar and water). We tried 
applying pressure to remove excess water and bind the 
paper together. We started experimenting with sawdust 

beacuse it's a recyclable byproduct. A few days in we introduced 
the yeast. maybe we can create a pressure in the mold with 
the yeast? Maybe we can ferment the flour and bake it? After 
a few failed attempts we decided to separate the coarser wood 
chippings from the finer dust, creating a sort of flour. We keep 
experimenting with both wood and paper fibers and yeast.

Simon Bengtsson & Adam Ulveson

Multifunctional Stiff Carbon Foam Derived from Bread

Using a few variations on a simple bread recipe researchers 
managed to create a highly insulating and lightweight material. The 
structure from the bread is preserved but turned into coal and all 
water is removed by baking first in a regular oven and in the end in a 
laboratory environment in argon gas.

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsami.6b03985 

efficiency and thermal property. Different from previous reports
on carbon foams or hierarchical porous structures,31 our carbon
foam is a self-assembled structure that uses flour as basic
element and inherits the shape and original hierarchical
network structure from the bread. The carbon foam is
mechanically stiff and able to sustain a considerable load
without deformation. We demonstrated potential applications
of the carbon foams as high performance electromagnetic
interference shielding and thermal insulating porous carbon
materials with high fire resistance.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. The flour and yeast were purchased from local

supermarket. All water used to dissolve dry yeast and mix with flour
is deionized (DI) water (18.2 MΩ, Milli-Q, Millipore Co.).
Preparation of Carbon Foam. In a typical process, 5 g of dry

yeast was dissolved in 115 mL of water by stirring. After completely
dissolved, the mixture was poured into 300 g of flour, which was
placed in a dough mixer in advance. The dough mixer kneaded slowly
for about 10 min until wet flour cohered to a paste. The paste
fermented for about 60 min at 35 °C to form the porous structures.
Then, the bread was baked in an oven at 180 °C for 40 min. After that,
the bread was sent into an oven to dry for 18 h at 80 °C. Finally, the
dry bread was put into a laboratory tube furnace under argon gas
conditions to carbonize at different temperature. Heating rate was set
as 10 °C/min and the holding time was set as 120 min. Lastly, the
sample was natural cooled in Ar atmosphere until room temperature.
Materials Characterization. The surface morphology of carbon

foam was characterized by field-emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM) (Carel Zeiss, supra55), whereas transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images were acquired on a TecnaiG220
transmission electron microscope operating at 160 kV. Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy was carried out with a
TENSOR 27 from Bruker. X-ray powder diffraction was conducted

using a Philips X’ Pert PRO diffractometer with nickel-filtered Cu Kα
radiation. Raman spectra were obtained with a Lab RAM HR800 from
JY Horiba. The nitrogen sorptions of samples were measured at
Autosorb iQ from Quantachrome Instruments. The apparent surface
area was calculated using the BET method, at 77 K. The pore size
distribution plots were recorded from the desorption branch of the
isotherms based on the Barrett−Joyner−Halenda (BJH) model. The
carbon (C), nitrogen (N) and oxygen (O) contents of materials were
analyzed using an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (VG
Scientific ESCALAB Mark IIspectrometer). Element analysis of
samples was also measured by EDS, Oxford Instrument.

Thermal and EMI Performance Test. The thermal conductivity
was tested using TPS 2500S from Hot Disk at room temperature. The
tested samples were prepared by cutting into cylinders with R = 30
mm, h = 10 mm. The electrical conductivity was tested using
PARSTAT 4000, Princeton Applied Research. The sample was cut
into 30 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm strips. Two silver wires were stuck to
both small area sides of the strip by elargol to connect the instrument
for test. Transmission coefficient S and electromagnetic interference
shielding were measured by a Vector Network Analyzer (Agilent
Technologies N5227A, USA). Wax was used as a binder and matrix
material for preparing samples. Two kinds of wax composites samples
with different carbon foam contents (10% and 30%) were prepared to
make a comparison of dielectric properties.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Formation of Tunable Pore Structure Carbon Foam.
We prepared carbon foam with various densities (0.08−0.3 g/
cm3) simply by adjusting the concentrations of starting
materials. The unique advantages of the hierarchical pore
structure can be further demonstrated by following perform-
ance test. The preliminary fabrication step is based on bread
making process, subsequent carbonization sketch is illustrated
in Figure 1, in which flour-based (containing glucose and

Figure 1. Raw diagram for the fabrication of carbon foam derived from bread.

ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces Research Article
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Wood-derived foam materials 

"The scientists produce the foam by first grinding wood very finely until the tiny 
wood particles become a viscous mass. They then add gas to this suspension 
to expand it into a frothy foam and allow it to harden. The hardening process is 
aided by natural substances contained in the wood itself. "

Read more at: https://phys.org/news/2015-04-wood-derived-foam-materials.
html#jCp

Bakers yeast Yeast zoomed in under 
microsope.

Yeast colonies on an 
agar plate

Model of the single cell yeast 
organism

References/Research

Domain: Eukaryota
Kingdom: Fungi
Use:  Fermenting for baking, alcohol and medicin
Process:  the yeast converts carbohydrates to carbon dioxide and alcohols
Size:  5-10 μm (0.005-0.01 mm)

Facts: Saccharomyces cerevisiae

protein) bread was used as a carbon source. After simply
carbonized in Argon gas atmosphere, the dry bread was
transformed into carbon foam. The original shape of pore
structure remains but their size reduces compared with dry
bread. This process comprised of two reactions, involving
dehydration and carbonization. During carbonizing in argon gas
atmosphere, the following reaction would take place:

→ +n n(C H O ) (starch) 6 C 5 H On6 10 5 2 (1)

Pore size and distribution are important factors determining
the properties of porous carbon materials.32 Carbon foams with
larger and irregular pores usually have a low density. The
hierarchical pore structures can be tuned by many factors. In
this work, two extremely important factors, yeast and water

content, were investigated to realize the control of hierarchical
morphology during fermentation process.
The assumed evolution of pore growth process during

fermentation is shown in Figure 2a. The left SEM image in
Figure 2b shows carbon foam fabricated with dry yeast content
of 0.5 g per 100 g of flour (where 55 mL of water was added
per 100 g flour). Near-round pores a few hundred micrometers
in size can be visible to the naked eye. On closer inspection, a
mass of round pores concentratively distribute in the cell walls
between two large neighboring pores. The size of these smaller
pores ranges from few to several ten microns. A high
magnification image is shown in Figure 2d, it can be observed
that some of these pores are open structure, but some are
covered with transparent hemisphere carbon film. The TEM

Figure 2. (a) Microstructure evolution of bread by changing the content of yeast and water, SEM cross section images of microscopic structures
evolution of carbon foam: (b) Water content keeps as 55 mL per 100 g of flour, and the dry yeast content is 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 g per 100 g of flour from left
to right. (c) Dry yeast content keeps as 1.0 g per 100 g flour, and water content is 50, 55 and 65 mL per 100 g flour from left to right. (d)
Hierarchical pore structures. (e) Length scale of hierarchical pores.
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wood 
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wood board and 
chips for animals 

sawdust  

sawdust  

(Carcenogenic and highly flammable)

Volume at 5 layers

60% wood

40% sawdust

Experiments #2

Measuring & Testing

Building applications

Life cycle

Product
Weight

50-70% of 

regular CLT 

Light weight 
rooftop additions

Tall wood 
buildings

Loadbearing 
and highly

insulating walls

By combining our porous sawdust material with regular cross 
laminated timber we can make use of the good qualities: 
heat insulation, low weight and low environmental impact 
and also add loadbearing qualities and by that integrating it 
into a growing sector of the building industry: load bearing 
massive wooden structures. The proportion of sawdust 
increases with numbers of layers in the product thus making 
it even lighter.

The active ingredient in baking soda is sodium bicarbonate, or 
sodium hydrogen carbonate. It is a salt consisting of sodium 
and bicaronate ions. In foods it is labelled as additive E500. 

When used in cooking as a leavening agent it reacts with acidic 
materials releasing carbon dioxide. Heat over 80C0 can also 
trigger a release of carbon dioxide (2 NaHCO3 –> Na2CO3 + 
H2O + CO2). It also functions as a fungicide against certain 
organisms.

Sodium bicarnonate can be mined from nahcolite or produced 
chemically thorugh reaction of sodium chloride, ammonia, 
carbon ldioxide and water.

The final product is a combination of a 
by-product of a by-product and a main 
product. Few additives, only glue. When 
discarded it can be used as biomass or 
discarded without negative effects.

We aimed to create as porous a material as possible to minimize material 
use. We used biolgogical, chemical and mechanical processes to inflate the 
fibers with yeast, baking soda and a mixer. We tried to bind the material 
with heat, pressure and glue. In the end we found that baking soda 
combined with a long mixing session and as little water as possible created 

a great frothy mix. We then drained it of excess water, heated it in the 
microwave in one minute long intervals at 350w, rotating it in between, and 
finally  baking/drying it in the oven at 100C0 for several hours. The 
resulting wood foam is very light weight, hardened well and has not started 
moding.

Facts: Baking soda 

1:10 (mm)
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Yeast, heat and no glue, 
failed.

Applying heat and 
pressure, produces a 
rather brittle material

Sieving woodcuttings from 
sawdust

Baking soda and heavy 
mixing produces great 
porousity

The foam and water 
separates a few minutes 
after mixing.

Drying and twisting in 
intervals

Baking at 100C0 for 5 
hours

 NaHCO3

Working title Saw dust Water Yeast (50 g.) Wood cuttings
Glue (flour, 
sugar, water)

Baking soda 
tablespoon Towel Sieve Mixer Oven Microwave Waffle iron Result

Morbergs 6 1 3 yes 100c 1h 150c 1h

Knäckebröd 10 2 1 5 4 no 5 min Very light, hard.

Våfflor 1 4 5 0.5 no  5 min 10 minutes
Sticks to the iron, 
some porosity

Våfflor 2 4 5 0.5

Take away 
most of 
the water no 5 min

add oil, 
30 min

Less porous, 
more durable

Kluttar 4 5 0.5 no

5 min, 
layered, 
separated 150C 3h

Very porous, 
not very durable.

Ugnspannkaka 2 1 5 2 no 150C 1h Not dry, moldy

Morbergs 2 12 1 8 yes 100c 5h

Stiff, 
not moldy, 
rather porous

Kluttar redux 4 16 1 no

ca. 30 min, 
layered 
drain water 100C 5h 350w  6 min

Very light, 
rather durable, 
not moldy

Product Content Binder Construction Density kg/m3 Insulation Pros Cons

Plywood (Pine) Cross glued wood veneer Fenolhartslim Cut, Glue, Pressure and Heat 500Low Stiff

MDF-Board Wood fiber, Glue, Parafin, Water Melamin-Urea-formaldehyd Glue, Pressure and Heat 750Low Stiff Poisonous

Particle Board Sawdust, Glue Melamin-Urea-formaldehyd Glue, Pressure and Heat 550-750 Medium Stiff Poisonous, loadbearing

Wood Wool Board Cement, Water and Wood wool Cement, Water Shred, Pressure (drying) 260-350 Medium Stiff Eco

Treetex Wooden fiber Lignin Pressure 230-270 High Eco Loadbearing

Wood

Spruce - - Cut 440Low Eco

Pine - - Cut 470Low Eco

CLT Cross glued timber Melamin-Urea-formaldehyd Glue, Pressure 512Low Eco, Very stiff Acoustic

Our Board Sawdust, Yeast, Water, Potato starch Potato starch, Water Glue, Heat 391High Eco, Light weight Flammability, loadbearing, mold

Our Sufflé Sawdust, Baking soda, Water Water Heat 117High Eco, Light weight, Acoustics Flammability, loadbearing
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use. We used biolgogical, chemical and mechanical processes to inflate the 
fibers with yeast, baking soda and a mixer. We tried to bind the material 
with heat, pressure and glue. In the end we found that baking soda 
combined with a long mixing session and as little water as possible created 

a great frothy mix. We then drained it of excess water, heated it in the 
microwave in one minute long intervals at 350w, rotating it in between, and 
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not moldy
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1 M WIDE, 1 WEEK D, 1 WEEK B 
COURSE A42A13/A52A13. KTH FULL SCALE STUDIO. 2017/10/16 – 2017/10/23

Full Scale Office 
During two years Full Scale studio has designed and built four allotment cabins at Karlbergsbro allotment 
association under the project World Record Ville. So far we built the smartest, cheapest, oldest and the most 
seamless allotment cabins in the world. We already built 4 world record cabins of a total of 8. During the next 
spring 2018, World Record Ville will be finished, meaning there are 4 more cabins to be designed and built. 
Due to the size of the studio we are only able to build house nr 5, 6 & 7 during spring 2018, therefore we 
would like to build House nr 8 this fall. House 8 is special in many ways: it sits on the biggest plot and it is a 
wish from the allotment association that this house will be bigger than the other ones. During the spring 
semester we will also need a “byggbod” to be our supporting space during the construction months. But most 
of all, house nr 8 will be designed in a totally different fashion than any other house before and after. House 8 
will be designed by 22 students during one intense week and built by the same 22 students during a second 
week. This means a totally different design method and building process. A process based on how to use 24 
talented young architect’s brains and mussels in the most efficient way possible during the above mentioned 
weeks. To do so we have established some very clear constraints that will frame the design brief. In this case 
the local restrictions are limited to an exterior shape and a location.

Shape: The shape limitation takes advantage of a special rule in the building regulations to be able to 
maximize space. The allotment cabins are allowed to have a 50 cm protruding window “burspråk”; we take 
advantage of that and make a 1 meter wide, 8 meter long house with a “burspåk” on both sides  along their 
full length, giving the house a total of 15 usable square meters instead of 9. This shape however leads to 
some construction and architectural challenges that we want you to solve.

Location: is set on the thin narrow part of the plot saving the big part for a garden, South of the plot is a road 
looking down to the house north of the plot is a beautiful view towards the rest of the allotment gardens. We 
will keep that in mind when designing. 

Foundation: To be able to build the house in one week we need the foundation to be finished when we start. 
Ground and foundation work is already schedule for later this semester but keep in mind that we will not be 
the one building it. 

General Schedule

Mon 16 Oct Tue 17 Oct Wed 18 Oct Thu 19 Oct Fri 20 Oct Mon 23 Oct

09-10 Assignment 1

Tutorial Review 
Concept Design

Design 
Development Tutorial Documentation 

Review10-11 Conceptual 
Models

&
Sketches11-12

Lunc
h

13-14 Tutorial

1:20 Structural 
Model

Jury
announcement
Assignment 2

Design 
Development

Final 
Documentation

Permit Office

14-15

Conceptual 
Models

&
Sketches

Tutorials

Structure and 
Program
Consultancy

15-16

16-17

17-18
Jury
announcement
Assignment 3



ASSINGMENT 1, Structural principles Envelope (Monday-Tuesday) 

Organization: 7 groups of 3 members. 
Output: Sketch models, drawing sketches, 1:20 model. 
Timing: Monday 9AM - Tuesday 6PM. 

What type of architectural envelope fits this shape?
Each one of the 7 concept design teams will explore envelope possibilities based on a series of form-making 
techniques and methods of assembling. 

Folding: Make a proposal of the given envelope based on the principle of folding. 

Stretching: Make a proposal of the given envelope based on the principle of Stretching.

Casting: Make a proposal of the given envelope based on the principle of Casting. 

Stacking: Make a proposal of the given envelope based on the principle of Stacking.

Adding: Make a proposal of the given envelope based on the principle of Adding. 

Carving: Make a proposal of the given envelope based on the principle of Carving. 

Free form: Make a proposal of the given envelope based on the principle of free thinking.

Make small conceptual models during Monday, make a big 1:20 structural model during Tuesday. 
We will go through your models on Monday and Tuesday and help you narrow down your options. 
During the first two days we really want you to produce a lot of proposals and test them in the form of models.
Wednesday morning at 9:00 your final 1:20 model will be reviewed be your teachers, clients and a structural 
engineer. We will pick the three most promising proposals to continue working on. 

Your new team and assignment 2 will be presented on Wednesday at 1PM. 

ASSIGNMENT 2, Architectural & building principals (Wednesday) 

Organization: 3 groups of 7 members, each group subdivided in 2 subgroups (structure&program) 
Output: Structural plan, cross section and long section in 1:20 scale Programmatic drawings showing the use 
and life in the building in a plan, cross section and long section in 1:20 scale 
Timing: Wednesday 1PM - Wednesday 6PM.

How is your structure built and inhabited. 
3 proposals will be further developed in both program and use as well as structural drawings. 
Your teachers and structural engineer will be in the studio the whole afternoon to help you develop your 
proposal further. On Wednesday night on out of the three proposals will be picked to be further developed by 
a jury consisting of your clients, teachers and structural engineers. 

The winning proposal, assignment 3, and your new team will be sent to you by email Wednesday night. 



ASSIGNMENT 3, Full set of drawings (Thursday, Friday & Monday) 

Organization: 1 groups of 22 members subdivided in 6/7 subgroups. 
Output: Full set of drawings. Final 1:20 model. 
Timing: Thursday 9AM – Monday 12: AM.

How do we build this house? Make a manufacturing plan including 22 people. 

How much does this house cost? Make a calculation of the total cost of the house

How does this house looks in real life? Make 1:1 mockups of the most crucial parts of the building 

How does it all fit together digitally? Make a 3d model of the whole house 

How does it all fit together in real life? Make a 1:20 model as close as possible to the real house in both 
expression and techniques.

How does one live in this house? Make the interior design of the house

How does this house look I detail? Make all necessary detail drawings of windows, joints etc. 

Presentation Friday 9:am
Hand in Friday 6:pm 
Final fixing Monday 9:am 
Presentation building permit Monday 13:00 at SBK

14:00 we design a house lets go to Barcelona! 



3.2  DESIGNING THREE
PROPOSALS

CASTING

Casting model. Starting point.

The main idea was to have different prefab sections. Those would have been cast in a factory. All the sections would have had all 
the constructive layers. That meant that was a really fast building precess once the sections were done and on site. First placing 
the sections and then assembling them to each other and to the foundation.

The main problem were the costs (casting, concrete and transport) and also the weight. Although those sections would have had 
insolation, concrete its a really heavy material.

Sections Model.
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Since our group got the theme “Free 
Form” we had to make up our own 
guidelines for the design process. After 
an intense day of designing we ended 
up with several sketch models showing 
how words like core, contrast, layers and 
hanging could be interpreted.

FREE FORM

FIRST SESSION

SECOND SESSION
The final suggestion is a house and a 
shed hanging from a large beam, like 

leaves from a branch.The beam itself is 
held up by pillars that could be made out 

of brick, maybe containg a fire place.



3.1 DESIGNING 8 
STRUCTURES
STACKING

Conceptual model; Stacking

Simon Bergsson
Siyu Wang
Isa Lopes

Aina Marquès López



3:1 STRUCTURES/ TENSION

Trying to find one piece that could rest on each other in ten-
sion, inspired by Frei Otto. 



DEVELOPING 
STACKING HOUSE 

When developing the stacking house we decided 
to simplify the constuction from the previous 

week but keep the joinery and meetings between 
the different elements. 

JOINERY

MATERIALS
The idea is to use simple materials in the facade 
that work as a contrast to the wooden construc-
tion. When entering the house the joinery in the 
wood work is revealed. A “cold” outside meets 
a “warm” inside. Openable windows work as an 
exstension of the house into the garden.

Reference pictures
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3.3 DESIGNING ONE HOUSE  
STRUCTURE TEAM 
SOLVING THE STRUCTURE - FROM DETAILS TO A WHOLE 
Viktor Lindström 
Felicia Svensson 
Johannes Wiktorsson 
Moa Sellerfors 
Kajsa Larsson 

In this phase of the project we had these two models to continue working on. They are both produced 
with the concept of “stacking”. Visible joinery and repetitive frames are important aspects. 

SECTION
1:20

PLAN CONSTRUCTION
1:20

Cross Section

F1_H8_T1_0011:10 (A1) 
1:20 (A3)

Indoor frame Outdoor frame

Plan 

Outdoor frame 

Section 

Indoor frame 



STRUCTURE TEAM 
SOLVING THE STRUCTURE - FROM DETAILS TO A WHOLE 



STRUCTURE TEAM
INVESTIGATING PLINTH WORK. 
To be able to pre-fabricate frames that we could lift on site later on we had to check all the measure-
ments in the plinth work that had been done. 



STRUCTURE TEAM
PREPARING FOR BUILDING START 
The regular set of drawings where not enough to be able to start the construction. We produced a large amount of construction 
guides, schedules, ordering lists and budgets so that all steps and elements where named and clearly explained.  We also made 
a fast mock-up of one frame to test out measurements and techniques.

Offertförfrågan, konstruktionsvirke
Full Scale studio, år 4-5
KTH Arkitektur

Frakt till Osquars backe 9, 114 28 Stockholm:

Produkt Dimentioner Antal * längd
C24 Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 50 st * 0,7 m 
C24 Byggregel c24 45x120 mm 30 st * 2,3 m 
C24 Byggregel c24 45x120 mm 25 st * 0,6 m 
C14 Byggregel c14 95x95 mm 15 st * 2,5 m 
C14 Byggregel c14 95x95 mm 15 st * 2,7 m 
C24 Byggregel c24 45x95 mm 14 st * 2 m 
C24 Byggregel c24 45x95 mm 14 st * 2,4 m 
C24 Byggregel c24 45x95 mm 22 st * 1,1 m 
C14 Byggregel c14 45x70 mm 14 st * 2,1 m 
C14 Byggregel c14 45x70 mm 15 st * 2,3 m 
C14 Byggregel c14 45x45 mm 26 st * 0,4 m 

Produkt Dimentioner Antal / mängd
Byggbeslag Balksko 45x88 mm 36 st
Byggbeslag Balksko 45x137 mm 36 st
Bult, muttrar och brickor Bult 16M 150 st
Bult, muttrar och brickor Bricka 16M 150 st
Bult, muttrar och brickor Gängstång 16M 15 m
Skruv Ankarskruv C4, 5x40 mm 1200 st
Skruv Träskruv C4, 5x70 mm 700 st
Verktyg Stämjärn 25 mm 4 st
Verktyg Borr 16 mm 5 st

Frakt till Karlbergs-Bro koloniförening:

Produkt Dimentioner Antal * längd
C24 Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 11 st * 2,4 m 
C24 Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 6 st * 4,8 m 
C24 Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 18 st * 2,4 m 
C24 impregnerat Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 5 st * 2,6 m 
C24 Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 3 st * 5 m 
C24 Byggregel c24 45x120 mm 6 st * 2,4 m 
C24 Byggregel c24 45x120 mm 14 st * 4,8 m 

Product Product (swe) Dimentions Product number (if available) Exact quantityQuantity (for ordering) Price (per unit)
TEAM 1
Prefab. in school
Built on site
Frame: 
Spruce C24 F Roof beam Byggregel c24 45x120 mm 24 30 st * 2,3 m = 69 m 27,17 kr/m 1875
Spruce C14 F PiIlar short Byggregel c14 95x95 mm 12 15 st * 2,5 m = 37,5 m 56,19 kr/m 2107
Spruce C14 F PiIlar long Byggregel c14 95x95 mm 12 15 st * 2,7 m = 40,5 m 56,19 kr/m 2276
Spruce C24 F Post short Byggregel c24 45x95 mm 12 14 st * 2 m = 28 m 21,75 kr/m 609
Spruce C24 F Post long Byggregel c24 45x95 mm 12 14 st * 2,4 m = 33,6 m 21,75 kr/m 731
Spruce C14 F Crossbar short Byggregel c14 45x70 mm 12 14 st * 2,1 m = 29,4 m 14,30 kr/m 420
Spruce C14 F Crossbar long Byggregel c14 45x70 mm 12 15 st * 2,3 m = 34,5 m 14,30 kr/m 493
Spruce C24 F Bay window beam Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 48 50 st * 0,7 m = 35 m 38,02 kr/m 1331

sum: 9842
Connecting structure (horisontal):
Spruce C24 C-Inn roof beam short Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 8 11 st * 2,4 m = 26,4 m 38,02 kr/m 1004
Spruce C24 C-Inn roof beam long Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 4 6 st * 4,8 m = 28,8 m 38,02 kr/m 1095
Spruce C24 C Bay window beam  Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 16 18 st * 2,4 m = 43,2 m 38,02 kr/m 1642
Spruce C24 impegnatedC Floor beam short (+storage house) Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 4 5 st * 2,6 m = 13 m 38,02 kr/m 494
Spruce C24 C Floor beam long Byggregel c24 45x170 mm 2 3 st * 5 m = 15 m 38,02 kr/m 570
Spruce C24 C-Out roof beam short Byggregel c24 45x120 mm 4 6 st * 2,4 m = 14,4 m 27,17 kr/m 391
Spruce C24 C-Out roof beam long Byggregel c24 45x120 mm 12 14 st * 4,8 m = 67,2 m 27,17 kr/m 1826
Spruce C24 C Bay window stud Byggregel c24 45x120 mm 24 25 st * 0,6 m = 15 m 27,17 kr/m 408
Spruce C24 C Floor stud Byggregel c24 45x95 mm 20 22 st * 1,1 m = 24,2 m 21,75 kr/m 526
Spruce C14 C Floor vertical stud Byggregel c14 45x45 mm 24 26 st * 0,4 m = 10,4 m 10,30 kr/m 107

sum: 8063
Joints:

Joist hanger (for floor beam short and bay window stud) Balksko 45x88 mm 32 pcs. 36 pcs. (for 45x95 and 45x120 beam)19,90 kr/pc. 716
Joist hanger (for bay window beam) Balksko 45x137 mm 32 pcs. 36 pcs. (for 45x170 beam) 43,90 kr/pc. 1580
Nut (for joint in outdoor frames) Bult 20M 144 pcs. 150 pcs. 129 kr/15 pcs. 1290
Bolt washer (for joint in outdoor frames) Bricka 20M 144 pcs. 150 pcs. 299 kr/50 pcs. 897
Threaded rod (for joint in outdoor frames) Gängstång 20M about 15 m 15 m 349 kr/m 5235
Screw indoor (for joist hangers and post shoe) Ankarskruv C4, 5x40 mm 900 pcs. 1200 pcs. 1295 kr/1200 pcs. 1295
Screw/nail indoor (for joint in indoor frames) Träskruv C4, 5x70 mm 500 pcs. 700 pcs. 149 kr/100 pcs. 1043

sum: 12056
Tools:

Wood chisel Stämjärn 25 mm 4 pcs. 4 pcs. 199 kr/pcs. 796
Drill Borr 16 mm 5 pcs. 5 pcs. 60 kr/pcs. 300

sum: 1096

Total Team 1: 31057
TEAM 2

Tarpaper (Underlagspapp 221) 0,67x15m 17160 3 pcs 269 kr/1 pcs 807
Nails for T-paper 2,5x20mm 22820 2 pcs 96,95kr/kg 194
Takmassa 6303160 2 pcs 69,95 kr/1 pcs 140
Wood board (Råspont) 20x95mm 8222095 90 pcs à 3m 6,15kr/m 1661
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Continued on the path of previous explorations we in the cladding team tried to realize our ideas into a functioning house.

Isa Lopes, Adam Ulveson, Aina Marquès López, Fredrik Thulin, Laura Sacher, Carl Loftén, Emma Ulfsdotter Ekman, 
Simon Bengtsson, Siyu Wang, Rasmus Lundberg, Nicklas Lindersköld.

3:3 DESIGNING ONE HOUSE

PROCESS/DESIGNING CLADDING GROUP

Cross section



Cross section
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Wood Floor 20 mm
Insulation 95 mm
Trossbottenskiva 6 mm

Plastic Glass 10 mm
Lath 25x50

Structure 95 x 45 C24

Aluminium (PLANNJA
SINUS 18)
Lath 35x50
Structure 95 x 45
C24
Insulation 95 mm
Angbrom
Wood Board
Cladding 10 mm

Aluminium Sheet

343 HÄNGRÄNNA

1027.53 mm

Aluminium (PLANNJA
SINUS 18)
Lath 25x50
Lath 25x50
Sealing 2 mm
Wood Boards 20x95 mm
Air Gap Board 26 mm
Stads 75x25 mm
Insulation 75 mm
Cladding 12 mm

Aluminium (PLANNJA
SINUS 18)
Lath 25x50
Lath 25x50
Wind Paper
Structure 95 x 45 C24
Insulation 75 mm
Cladding 12 mm

Wood Floor 10 mm
Wood Board 10 mm
Structure 170 x 45 C24
Insulation 97 mm
Trossbottenskiva 10 mm
Wood structure 25x50 mm
Steel Surface 6 mm

Aluminium (PLANNJA
SINUS 18)
Lath 25x50
Lath 25x50
Wind Paper
Structure 95 x 45 C24
Insulation 75 mm
Cladding 12 mm

Mock-up of polycarbonate window
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3.5 BUILDING HOUSE 8   
STRUCTURE TEAM 
BUILDING START - ALL CLASS BUILDING WORKSHOP
Viktor Lindström 
Felicia Svensson 
Johannes Wiktorsson 
Moa Sellerfors 
Kajsa Larsson 

The first part of the construction was led by the structure team and carried out by the entire class. Everyone was following 
the same construction guide document where all parts, measurements and steps were described. At first we all worked 
on the elements of the frames but after a few days several other parts of the construction could be carried out. 



STRUCTURE TEAM
CONSTRUCTION OF FRAMES 



STRUCTURE TEAM 
TRANSPORTING THE FRAMES 
TO SITE TO PUT THEM UP 



STRUCTURE TEAM 
PREPERING OUTDOOR FRAMES 
AND BUILDING ROOF STRUCTURE 



3:5 BUILDING HOUSE 8 
CLADDING GROUP

We start the cladding work by getting the roof boards on to 
the structure. 

We soon figure out that laminating all drawings is necessary if 
they are to survive more than one day on site.

Nailing the tar paper to the roof boards, and the wind paper 
and laths on the facade.

Getting the glass door. Road trip to Strängnäs!

Now we have an almost sealed off house. We start insulating 
and mounting wind paper board and steam barrier.

One of many deliveries coming to site. 



The window frames were prefabricated in the school workshop 
and transported in pieces to site. The glazing consists of two 10 
mm scartch resistant polycarbonate sheets with predrilled holes. 
Precision is key!

Fastening the aluminium and making the double layered facade for the bedroom, the storage shed and the back of the living room 
section, consisting of 38 mm thick polycarbonate sheets (kanalplast) and sinus corrugated plastic separated by two layers of laths.

The next door neighbours popped by when we were finishing the aluminium facade above the windows.



Exterior facade

HOUSE 8

LOVING HOUSE 8















HOUSE 8
OFFICIAL DANCE VIDEO:

https://youtu.be/B1r1oidrWPQ



  4                  SUPER HEROES



 

 

 
“The American Dream” The world’s longest limousine according to www.wowamazing.com 
 

WORLD RECORD VILLE  
(The Grand Finale) 
STUDIO 1 ASSIGNMENT OUTLINE 
COURSE ………… 
SPRING 2018 
 
The main arena for experiments during autumn 2018 is our well known association for 
allotment gardens in Stockholm. Our commission is three miniature houses to be situated on 
three new sites. The 3 new houses are the last in a series of 8 and will set a new standard 
for allotment cottages in the world. 
 
Allotment houses have a proud tradition in Stockholm and in all of Sweden. Today it is 
immensely attractive to have access to one. Your work will be treasured and stand for a long 
time, and even more important – it will be used intensely.  
 
With minimized measurements, you will work through a compact version of all aspects of a 
house, from foundation to ridge, and realize three new buildings in Stockholm. An allotment 
cottage is small enough to become a perfect work of art. Yet it is large enough to set new 
standards and influence the whole building industry. If three different teams of hungry 
architectural students become experts in three different fields, we bet that Full Scale Studio 
could break three different architectural world records in 2018.  
 
Every work of art needs to be the best of its kind. To have the intention of being ground-
breaking and revolutionary in on aspect, in one context. A work of art needs to raise the 
stakes in at least one game. The battles you choose are up to you, but we wish you to direct 
your talent and ingenuity in one of the three themes on the next page. 

 

 

 

A: THE BEST SHAPED  
ALLOTMENT CABIN IN THE WORLD 
The most optimized shape- Smartest form- norm braking program-intelligent configurations. 
 
The project theme is to investigate and optimize space through a serious of spatial 
investigations. Is there a shape that can radically difference from the traditional box and 
expand the notion of a house to become something more. We want you to investigate 
shapes that challenge its surroundings and that don’t settle by just being a house. We want 
you to investigate all layers of inside and outside and study the house as both house and 
landscape at the same time.  
 

 
B: THE MOST RECYCLED 
ALLOTMENT CABIN IN THE WORLD 
The most recycled – The most reused- environmentally friendly? – cheapest? – non bought- 
most affordable? – the fastest? – most reasonable? – most re used? 
 
The project theme is to investigate harvesting as a building method. What materials, things 
or parts could be reused to create a new house. You will only be able to use through away 
products to build your house with. Instead of opening an account at Fredells we expect you 
make a good deal with a truck rental company. Your main shopping arena will be second 
hand pages, trash dumps and forgotten rusty places in Sweden. 
 
 

 
C: THE SIMPLEST/SOLID  
ALLOTMENT CABIN IN THE WORLD 
The smartest – The fastest- The most intelligent – prefabricated- Self buildable- Smartest 
product 
 
The project theme is to investigate and invent a key stone. One element that can create a 
whole building system. Is it possible to invent one single element that could multiplied into a 
house? Your task is to invent that element and build a house from it.   

 
 
 
 



 

 

PARAMETERS 
 
CLIENTS 
To work in full scale we need material resources. Because of budget restraint we have found 
allies outside the university. We embrace the opportunity to interact with real clients on real 
issues within an academic project. This also means we have to be sharp and accurate enough 
to call ourselves real architects.  
Your main task is to construct your project in full scale for real users. Adjustments and 
improvements will be made all along the way and you need to stay on your toes. It is hard to 
fully know the real thing before you have it in your hands and the idea is that the design keeps 
developing as it gets realized. You will have real clients in this course. It is our intention that 
when you meet you can customize things for the client. But before that we want to have a 
concept strong enough to be customized. When talking to the client you are asked to behave 
like real architects. That means listen to the clients need and dreams and design something 
spectacular that fulfils those dreams. Don’t let the client design, let the client ask you as 
architects for a design.  
 
TEAM 
Every team shall consist of two parts with different responsibilities – a Drafting Team and a 
Building Team. It will be favourable for you to rotate responsibilities, but it is very important 
that someone is answering for each post. We will support you in developing your team 
structure along the way. 
The drafting team is responsible for drafting, timetables, economy, orders and drawings. 
The building team is responsible for erecting the house and keeping the building site clean 
and safe. Each team has a team-leader who is in charge. The team-leaders need to be 
available for incoming calls from both client and teachers. The teams can vary in size 
depending on where in the building process you are. The team-leader decides if he/she can 
lend out people to the other team. 
 
SITE 
The site will be on Karlbergsbro Kolloniområde: you will have access to the legendary house 
8 during work hours in the week. It is super important that we follow the common rules for 
using house 8 and that we don’t harm the building we are able too lone for this spring 
semester. 
 
ECONOMY 
The total budget for one cabin is 100 000 SEK. This includes all building materials and special 
tools for each building. 
 
BUREAUCRACY 
There is a new Local Plan for the area you are working with. Your designs must follow the 
restrictions and guidelines given by the Planning Office of Stockholm, but you are welcome to 
investigate rule bending within your projects. We will meet with the Permit Department of City 
Planning Office (SBK Bygglov) and they will explain the bureaucratic parameters and 
regulations for World Record Vile.  
 
OPPORTUNITY 
Don’t forget that all of these parameters are opportunities to make great architecture. The 
parameters are just parameters that are fairly easy to adjust to, they are not a primary goal. 
Our goal is way beyond just fixing the obvious. Our goal and what we expect from you is breath 
taking architecture that the world has not seen before. We as teachers as well as the allotment 
association want you to make tomorrow’s architectural master pieces. That is why Karlberg’s-
bro Allotment Association contacted Full Scale Studio and that is what we will deliver!  



Our starting point was the world record of “Best bargain, 
most recycled, most reused”. To us this firstly meant finding 
an interesting element/elements that already exist and turn 
it into a 9 sqm allotment house. Secondly it meant learning 
to find these interesting elements, and imagining how they 
would transform. So our process has been about 1) finding a 
gem, and 2) finding a method.

There are different categories to go into when searching 
for a gem. We looked into vehicles, leftover products from 
corporations, industrial products, having an imperial agenda, 
and bigger buildings that could be cut down to 9 sqm. The 
obvious method was Blocket, where we found a lot of mate-
rial. But we also put out ads in Blocket and local newspapers 
in small towns, called companies asking about leftover con-
crete, emailed the EU about abandoned border control posts, 
and contacted companies about transporting, like what would 
a truck and a crane cost and how much do they carry? 

These 5 turned into three: The boat, the leftover concrete 
panels, and the silo, with the silo being a mix of these 3. The 
next step was visiting them, so we went on a road trip.

The boat was rusty. The concrete company could only offer 
a visit if we had a clear idea of exactly what panels we 
needed. But the silo in Arboga was perfectly fine, no rust or 
dents, and it turned out the seller Bengt is doing metalwork 
for a living, meaning he could help us transform the silo to 
a house. He also took care of leftover metal, had his own 
workshop, and was friends with people doing transport with 
crane trucks. This was perfect to us, and we decided to see 
another silo of his that we had seen on Blocket, located in 
Hällefors. We call it the Green Silo. We drove up there, met 
up with Bengt and his son at circle K, and followed them to 
the site of the silo. We walked into the deep snow to meas-
ured it, and then had a fika with Bengt where we talked about 
the idea and about collaborating with him. We could also 
work out a method of cutting, welding, and then transporting 
it to Stockholm, and dropping it on site. From that point on 
Bengt saved the silo for us and we kept contact.

The design process resulted in two versions; first the hori-
zontal, and then on the clients demand, the vertical. 

Following are images and a timeline of our design process.

4:1 THE SILO/ BEST BARGAIN,  
MOST REUSED HOUSE

AN UNBUILT PROJECT ABOUT FINDING A GEM



IMPERIAL
Having an imperial take on searching, looking at abandoned 
houses abroad, like this beautiful border control post that 
stands unused after countries have joined the EU. The EU 
did not reply to our E-mail but the imperial take moved on 
when we found the silo; by taking a structure from a rural 
context and placing it on urban Kungsholmen.

BIGGER BUILDING CUT DOWN
Looking at buildings about to be torn down, and bigger build-
ings/cabins for sale or given away. Finding this classic log 
house cabin (härbre) which could be taken down and built 
up log by log, and be cut down to 9 sqm Matta Clark-style. 
The härbre did not make it to the next step, but the way of 
cutting did.  

INDUSTRIAL
Leftover products from industries. Finally finding cable reels 
in wood with enough diameter to make a small house out 
of, turned to the side and cut off where needed. The cable 
reels did not make it to the next step, but an other industrial 
product did: silo. 

VEHICLES
Looking for all beautiful vehicles around or bigger than 9 
sqm, thinking of how they could transform into a house. 
Finally finding a tugboat and contacting the owner in Mari-
estad, drawing plan and section of how it would transform, 
and driving there to look at it. 

LEFTOVER PRODUCTS
Searching for companies who could give us leftover concrete 
or plastic, and searching for leftover products from building 
sites. Finally finding a company selling leftover concrete 
panels, drawing plan and section of how it would transform, 
not being able to visit the company since they wanted us to 
have a clear idea of what we needed.





THE GREY SILO
The world is full of silos. The corrugated stel one was sold 
before we could have a look at it, so we visited the grey one 
(below) instead. We measured, took pictures and imagined 
how it would transform. 

THE GREEN SILO
The seller (Bengt who we introduced in the introduction text) 
of the grey silo also sold this beautiful green silo. This is the 
one we moved on with, we had found our gem.

Following are images of the design process it!



PHOTOS of the snowcovered green silo, from visiting it in 
Hällefors in February. 



DESIGN PROCESS
We have 2 versions of the silo transforming into a house: 
the horisontal and the vertical. The horisontal being the inital 
idea from us, and the vertical being a wish from the client. 
We like both. 

THE HORISONTAL ONE

What we discovered when visiting the silo, was that laid 
down it was basically already a house, with an amazing 
cantilevering window. 2,5 meters tall and 2,5 meters wide, 
it would only have to be cut lengthwise to fit the 9 sqm 
restriction. 

Here are our building permit drawings for the horisontal one:

Facades 1:200 (original 1:100) Facades with color (not to scale)



Plans 1:100/1:50



Section 1:40 (original 1:20) 



THE VERTICAL ONE

The client requested a vertical proposal. It is the silo turned 
upside down, the “leg” structure sticking up in the air like a 
tower. The quality of this would be the view from the top after 
climbing up. Our suggestion is cut off to height restriction, 
and the floor space is 6 sqm (the section of the silo), a com-
pensation for that is the long deck leading to the entrance.

Here are our building permit drawings for the vertical one:

Facades 1:200 (original 1:100) Facades 1:100 (original 1:50)



Plans 1:100/1:50



Section 1:40 (original 1:20)



A project by
Aina Marquès López
Kajsa Larsson
Vishnu Hazell
Elin Monie-Landerö
Johannes Wiktorsson



4.2 THE NON-PORTAL

The Non-Portal, placed in the campus.

After agreeing on stoping the collaboration with Jimmy, and then having the Silo proposal as a drawn project, we decided to finish 
the interior of House 8 that was still not done and although we were fine and wanted to work on it we also wanted to have a full scale 
built project for this semester. We wanted a little project. The little project was ran over two weeks, ten working days to decide what 
we wanted to do, design and build.

As we didn’tt know how to start and we didn’t want to be stuck thinking and thinking about what to do, we decided to organise the 
little project in two phases: The workshop Phase and the Building and Designing Phase. 

We decided to start our Little Project  running four different workshops. Each member of the group led one workshop. 
The main purpose was to came up with our project that would be informed by the workshops. The four workshops were: Concept, 
Interprettion, Material and Location.

We wanted to have those workshops as a starting point. After all of them we had a lot of material produced and we were able to move 
on and start the second phase, the designing and building process.

The workshop was organised in five different tasks. 

The first one consisted in reading the words that were randomly given to you. The words were: Dreamy wall, blunt pavillion, careful 
nook and clingy portal. In the second task we were asked to build a model that represents and explains the concept that we recieved 
previously. Once the different models were built we swaped the models and without knowing each other’s concept we did an inter-
pretation of the model. This process happened two times.

The final task was a discussion: each one presented the first model and we explained the reasons why it was the way it was. Also 
we discussed the interpretations.

The total amount of time given were 60 minutes for the all workshop. Phase 1 / 2 / 3  got 15 mins each one and also 15 more minutes 
for the discussion. The method was modeling.

WORKSHOP PHASE: WORKSHOP  I   CONCEPT

Dreamy portal. Blunt pavilion. Careful Nook. Clingy portal.



The workshop is organised in five different tasks. This workshop was about sketching and interpretation, that is the reason 
why the first task consisted on reading the rules that were randomly given to each one. The words were: Blind, continuous 
line, using no hands and using the bad hand. In the second task we were asked to choose one of our interpretation from the 
previous workshop and give it to another person. The next step was drawing,we drew the model that was given to you taking 
in account the rule that was previously assigned. After that, some words were randomly given to everyone. The words were: 
temporary and border / shield and foggy  /intermediated space and calm atmosphere / outdoor space and anxious. With those 
words in mind we improved our drawings to get those words and feelings incorporated on it. 

The final task was a discussion: each one presented the drawing and also we explained the feelings and spaces that we 
recieved.

The total amount of time given were 30 minutes for the all workshop. Phase 1 / 2 / 3  got 20 in total and 10 more minutes for 
the discussion. The method was drawing process.

WORKSHOP PHASE: WORKSHOP  II   INTERPRETATION

Interpretations that each one chose.

Foggy shield.
Calm atmosphere and 
intermediate space.Temporary and border.

Anxiousness and
outdoor space.

WORKSHOP PHASE: WORKSHOP  III   MATERIAL
The workshop is organised in three different tasks. This one, as the first workshop is 
about modeling but also thinking of the material, that in our case was wood. In this one 
we had three tasks. The first one was about observing. Everyone got an image and we 
were asked to find / come up with / discover a pattern on it. After choosing the pattern 
we translated the pattern on a 3D wood object. 

The final task was a discussion: each one presented the model and explain its pattern.
Total amount of time given: 20 minuts for  phase 1 and 2 and then discussion 15 minutes 
in total.

The total amount of time given were 30 minutes for the all workshop. Phase 1 and 2 got 
20 in total and 10 more minutes for the discussion.



WORKSHOP PHASE: WORKSHOP  VI   LOCATION
The workshop is organised in four different tasks.In that workshop the full scale started, it was necessary to change the scale 
and start thinking about different ways to construct and build any of all the objects. 

The first task was choosing an object, sketch or model produced during the other workshops. After that we were asked to go  
for a walk looking for places and locations where the object we chose could be placed. The object didn’t need to be exactly 
the same, we were allowed to interpret and adapt it according to the site and intentions. The third task was about sketching 
a plan, section and a construction detail of the proposal.

Finally, we had a discussion about the different proposal which each group member presented to the others. 

The total amount of time given were 60 minutes for the all workshop. phase 1 / 2 and 3 got 45 in total and 15 more minutes 
for the discussion. The method was a drawing process.

Non-portal conceptual’s model.

DESIGN AND BUILDING PHASE
Usually a portal is understood as an 
element that connects two different 
spaces, a door. An element without 
any relevance in itself.

What if this portal becomes the main 
character, instead of being a se-
cundary element that complements 
and give quality to other elements?

What if this element obstuct the path 
and it stops being invisible?

The Non-Portal interacts with the 
people, the shape remains shark 
teeth, sharp and with different an-
gles and alineation.

Pedestrians are forced to change 
their path so they realize in the con-
struction in itself.

The shape, the colour and the fabric 
help the structure to become an ele-
ment with character and presence.

A Portal that does not help to go 
thorugh it, a portal that do not move 
people to another space. A portal 
without any function. 

It only looks for the pedestrian inter-
action with its structure, creating a 
different and an unexpected experi-
ence for everyone that choeses to 
go through it instead of taking a dif-
ferent path.

A portal that is not a portal, the Non-
portal.



DESIGN AND BUILDING PHASE
The Non-portal’s material is timber.
It has four timber frames and differ-
ent diagonals.The diagonals are the 
ones in charge of joining and holding 
together the different frames. 

All the frames share different car-
actheristics: the height average, 
which is between 2100 mm and 
2500 mm and also that they are no 
larger than 700 mm deep. Those 
paramaters were deffined according 
to the different possible locations of 
the portal. 

It is a light structure that can be held 
up by itself and for that reason it can 
be placed in more than one place.

Recycling and reusing were two 
concepts that our group had from 
the begining of the semester. That 
is why we also included those con-
cepts in the little project. And as a 
result of it, all the material is reused. 
The timber, the painting and all the 
fabric come from different projects 
where they were no needed any-
more.

The fabric is from a second hand 
shop and the idea was to give it a 
second life and a new function.



DESIGN AND BUILDING PHASE
As it is mentionated before, the colour 
and the fabric emphatize the sharpness 
of the structure. We used leftover paint 
from full scale projects and the fabric is 
from a second hand store.

The base colour is red and the black 
pattern is inspired by the marks that the 
circular saw makes in the wood. 

The semi-transparent fabric gives to 
the structure a special character, some-
times you can see through it and some-
times you can not.



Kajsa Larsson
Vishnu Hassel

Elin Monie-Landerö
Aina Marquès López



Jack Lewandowski 
Rasmus Lundberg 
Moa Sellerfors
Felicia Svensson
Adam Ulveson 
Paola Westerberg

The project theme is to investigate and invent a key stone. 
One element that can create a whole building system. Is it 
possible to design one single element that can multiply into a 
house? Our task is to create that element and build a house 
from it. A house where, for once, the part is the whole, where 
the fragment is the totality. One material, one element, one 
building method, one system of assembly.

THE SIMPLEST ALLOTMENT 
CABIN IN THE WORLD

INTRODUCTION

WORLD RECORD VILLE PLOT 6



The stone interpretation into bricksThe beam interpretation into logs

The wooden sticks 

STRUCTURE : STICKS 
ALOTMENT HOUSE C

SKETCHES OF POSSIBLE SHAPES TO INVESTIGATE FURTHER

STRUCTURE : STICKS 
ALOTMENT HOUSE C

SKETCHES OF POSSIBLE SHAPES TO INVESTIGATE FURTHERSTRUCTURE : STICKS 
ALOTMENT HOUSE C

SKETCHES OF POSSIBLE SHAPES TO INVESTIGATE FURTHER

EARLY SKETCHING

STRUCTURE : STICKS 
ALOTMENT HOUSE C

SKETCHES OF POSSIBLE SHAPES TO INVESTIGATE FURTHER

We started the project by investigating six different elements, the stick, the beam, the 
rigid sheet, the tensile sheet, the hole and the stone. As we started to sketch on differ-
ent construction methods two different definitions of the concept simple started to get 
formulated. The simple as one solid material and the simple as one multiplied element.

STRUCTURE : STICKS 
ALOTMENT HOUSE C

SKETCHES OF POSSIBLE SHAPES TO INVESTIGATE FURTHER

The rigid sheet

The hole interpretation as steel sheet pileing

The tensile sheet

BEAM
STONE
SHEET
STICK
BLOB
HOLE



BRICK CONCEPT

ALOTMENT HOUSE C
MATERIAL: BRICK 

Section
Scale 1:20 

Initial sketches of assembly of the bricks

Further development of the design of the envelope

Section ( 1:20 A3 )

SHEET CONCEPT

1 
Sheet

1 
Dimension

1 
Module

∞ 
Possibilities

1220

24
40

Initial sketches of the assemblage of the sheetS

An other system of assemblage of the sheets into a shelving system

Further development of the system of assembly



( ≈ 1:50 )

GLASS FIBER CONCEPT
The starting point for the Glass fiber concept was the tensile 
sheet. The first sketches was made by two different ways of 
creating an organic shape by drapeing a sheet treated with 
either concrete or plaster. The further development led to 
the idea of creating the shape by using glassfiber reinforced 
polyester. We choose to work with the polyester since the 
material was easier for us to work with. 

To build our glass fiber reinforced polyester construction we 
took a lot of inspiration from the boat building 

craftmanship. To make the shape possible we decided to use 
foam as a formwork to coat on and this gave us the idea to 
do a sandwich construction.

This design proposal was the one our client Kramat liked the 
most. He prefered the organic shapes, that it was something 
he had not seen before and that it would be white.

Draping made with concrete

Draping made with plaster
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Glass fibre reinforced polyester with foam as formwork



Discussing the different concepts with teachers and classmates The client picked the glass fiber reinforced polyester house as his favourite.



DEVELOPING THE DESIGN OF 
A PLASTIC HOUSE 

A reference for 
plastic building:

The Futuro House

Sketching on how the house meets the plinths How do we want to place the house on site?

A homogeneous box or a box with a roof on top? We made several models to try out different solutions.

Sketcing on the 
shape of walls 
and roof

Discussing a lot, sketching and discussing again.

3000

3000 850

2000

1400

650

1300

500

A house with a loft

Mock up of how to curve a 
polyurethane sheet by making 
gaps in it with a saw blade

Testing how different loads would effect the house

The final model. 
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Sail roof, possible to 
take up and down

Shed

Skylight

Compost

Place to grow 
vegetables etc
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Glassfibre reinforced plastic

Polyurethane (ISOTAN)

We met with the building permit office to get their thoughts on our proposal for a plastic allotment house. 
We presented a boxed shaped house with splined surfaces and a sky light.  As its total contrast the house 
was accompanied by a small, dark wooden shed. Movable sails worked as a temporary roof in the garden. 

1ST PLASTIC PROPOSAL
MEETING WITH THE BUILDING PERMIT OFFICE

Section 1:20

Site plan 1:100

Floor plan 1:50

Section  1:20

Facades 1:20



After we met with the building permit office we had a lot 
to think about. The message was clear, our 9m2 plastic 
house was not going to be approved by the office unless 
fire consultants, the beauty council etc had a look at the 
proposal. This would for sure take too much time and 
therefore we had to change our plans. 

After a long discussion going through plenty of alterna-
tives a new concept started to take shape. Instead 
of building a house in plastic we decided to design a 
plastic shed for the client. In the regulation a 3m2 shed 
is possible to build without a permit. Now the aim was to 
build a spectacular shed and instead make the allotment 
house into a super simple wooden square structure. We 
named the concept the Pearl and the Box. 

THE TOTAL SHIFT
CHANGING CONCEPT

Alternatives for how to go on with the project after the meeting with the permit office.



THE PEARL

A large version of the pearl with maximized protrutions 

The roof and windows have had totally different looks throughout the process. To the left is for example a skylight.

DESIGNING A PLASTIC JEWEL
THE SHAPE
During the process the pearl has changed in shape and floor 
plan several times. Adaption to placement on site and to the 
program has made the pearl both straight, angled and more 
triangular in its shape.

THE SIZE
Even though it says in swedish law that you’re allowed to build 
protruding elements up til 500 mm without a permit we decided 
to make the protrutions of the pearl as small as possible to not 
risk any interference with the building permit office.

A straight shaped pearl with folding furniture solutions

Sketches of possible plinth solutions

An all-function house

THE FUNCTION
From a shed, to an all-funtion house to a small little gazebo made 
for tea drinking and with a garden overview. The pearl has had 
many possible functions throughout the process.

A triangular shaped gazebo and tea salon
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House C

POLYCARBONATE BOX
THE

Early sketches of technical solutions for 
window shutters and barn doors.

Test of roof angle. The roof sloping towards 
the plot (upper drawing) vs. the roof sloping 

towards the street (lower drawing).

Reference picture, black tar

Technical detail

The idea about the polycarbonate box came from the wish to build an allotment 
house in plastic, regardless of the concerns from the building permit office. Therefore 
we chosed polycarbonate sheets which are more commonly used in the building 
industry. Conceptually though it just didn’t feel right and something had to change...

THE BLACK BOX
The black box is the total opposite to 
the white pearl. It has a very defined 
straight shape and a dark colour. When 
the shutters and barn doors are closed 
the house works like a totally shut 
mussel shell. A perfect back drop to the 
most special allotment shed there is, 
the pearl. 

When drawing this proposal there was 
only one problem. Our client couldn’t 
stand black. 

I CAN’T STAND BLACK!

The polycarbonate box is placed 
towards the pathway

The idea of an open corner. Parts of 
the walls work as big doors.

The roof shaped as a pyramid 
to enhance the square shape

Placment towards the street



When the box changed both in material, colour, roof angle and placement on the plot the program could 
stay the same because of the consistant square shape. 

Shelving system Ivar from IKEA. Fireplace

PROGRAM SKETCHES

Foldable solutions 
for flexibility

THE GREY BOX
One issue on the plot was 
the big branch that inter-
fered with our placement 
of the box on site. After a 
couple of phonecalls we 
got permission to take it 
down. Luckily, our clas-
mate Simon is a former 
arborist and could help 
us out .

In dialogue with our client we understood 
that we had to go for a less dark colour in 
the facade. Instead of black pigmented tar 
the grey box is treated in a lighter tar that 
works more like copperas. All the other 
details are kept, like the placement on site,  
the big doors and the sloping roof.

THE FINAL BOX



ECONOMY

Tjärvitriol
Sponsored by Auson

Polyuretan foam

Sponsored by Kingspan

Costs with sponsorships 109 145 SEK

WORKSHOPS/
TRANSPORTATION

PEARL

BOX
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The simplest isn’t always the cheapest. Our intepretations 
of simplicity ended up in two completely different structures 
but two interconnected budgets. Our staring point was 
10.000 SEK/m2, in total 120.000 SEK excluding costs for 
foundations. Since we couldn’t complete the main building 
using our sandwich construction we shifted much of our 
focus to the smaller building and also chose to put a larger 
part of the budget there. The first cost estimate for the 9m2 

Box landed on 67.000 SEK, i.e. 5.600/m2, and for the 3m2 

Pearl at 57.000 SEK, or 19.000/m2. At this point we were ca. 
12.000 SEK over budget including transportation and initial 
workshop costs before we even started building. Not a very 
happy client and no margin for error.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE OR COMPLICATING THINGS?
Our solution to this problem was to seek sponsorships. We 
got a good deal on the polyurethane sheets from Kingspan, 
completely free. Kingspan also invited us to the building fair 
Nordbygg 2018 where we learned more about the materials 
and got to meet other companies interested in helping us 
out. Some of the these deals have been fulfilled other not so 
much so far... We got the the outer treatment of the box from 
Auson for free. 

Depending on how the box is finished we might push down 
costs even further. As of writing we have an offer for a precut 
and labelled fir stud structure for the box at 6.400 SEK 
including transport from Derome which would further reduce 
cost. Right now the total estimate is at 109.000 SEK. At least 
we have som of our margins back. We might also be able to 
cut transportation costs by taking the pearl to site by bike!

Costs without sponsorships 132 990 SEK

The Box
                   Cost dimension (mm)                 quantity          price per unit

WALL
1 Exterior cladding boards 4708,8 145x22x3600 120 39,24 kr/st
2 Latts (horisontal and vertical) for exterior cladding 1137 38x25x3600 60 18,95 kr/st
3 Windpaper 298,75 2700x12500 1 298,75 kr/st
4 Studs for wall construction 1285,2 45x70x3600 30 42,84 kr/st
5 Insulation Walls 1305 70x565x1170 6 217,5 kr/pkt
6 Horisontal noggings 1285,2 45x70x3600 30 42,84 kr/st
7 Moist barrier 1692 2700x25000 1 1692 kr/st
8 Interior wooden boards, untreated deal 4751,6 15x120x3900 35 135,76 kr/m2

ROOF   
9 Exterior cladding boards 1569,3 145x22x4800 30 52,31 kr/st

10 Laths 417,75 38x25x4800 15 27,85 kr/st
11 Tarpaper 1295 T-Tak EVO 1x25 m 1 1295 kr/st
12 Råspont 1424 20x95 160 8,9 kr/m
13 Roof beam 917,68 C24 45x120x4800 8 114,71 kr/st
14 Interior wooden boards, untreated deal 1357,6 15x120x3900 10 135,76 kr/m2

FLOOR
15 Floor boards, untreated deal 2801,52 25x160x3900 12 233,46 kr/m2
16 Insulation Floor 1087,5 120x565x1170 5 217,5 kr/pkt
17 Floor beams 803,52 C24 45x145x3600 8 100,44 kr/st
18 Trossbotten 929,32 6x550x1220 14 66,38 kr/st
19 Studs for fixing trossbotten 227,52 G4-2 gran 45x45x3600 8 28,44 kr/st
20 Window 6414 2580x880mm (26x9m) 1 6414 kr/st
21 Sliding doors 15000 2610x1990mm (26x20m) 1 15000 kr/st
22 Tjärvitriol SPONS 10 l (6-10m2/l) 1 1595 kr/10l
23 Interior treatment 2500 1 2500 kr
24 Taklist 800 4 200 kr/st
25 Hinges heavy duty 1600 4 400 kr/st
26 Door handles 1500 3 500 kr/st
27 Screws/tools 10000 1 10000 kr

Sum 67108,26

The Pearl
1 Building Tent 3000 6x3 m 1 3000 kr/st
2 Circle saw 2990 1 2990 kr/st
3 Tape/glue 1000 1 1000 kr
4 Polyuretane foam SPONS 75 290 kr/m2
5 Polyester plastic 9000 200 45 kr/kg
6 Glassfiber 4500 150 30 kr/kg
7 Hardener polyetser SPONS 1 500 kr/st
8 Gel coat 3000 40 75 kr/kg
9 Protective gear 2400 6 400 kr/pers

10 Window 2520,1 8x1600x1450 Clear 1 2520,1 kr/st
Window 1026,51 8x900x1050 Clear 1 1026,51 kr/st
Window 2179,02 8x1180x1700 Clear 1 2179,02 kr/st

11 Window Film 2500 1300x1450 1 2500 kr
12 Door 921 kr

   Hinge 567 3 189 kr/st
   Door handle 99 1 99 kr/st
   Lock 136 1 136 kr/st
   Sliding bolt 119 1 119 kr/st

Sum 35036,63

Other Stuff
Material Workshop/test 5000
Tansportations 2000

Sum 7000

Total 109145
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Lockpanel, målas med tjärvitriol 145 x 22 mm
Liggande spikläkt 25 x 38 mm
Stående spikläkt 25 x 38 mm
Vindpapp
Väggregel 45 x 70 mm c/c 600
Ångbroms
Rakspont, Hyvlad, Furu, behandlas med pigmenterad
hårdvaxolja, typ Osmo 3136 Björk 15x120 mm

Innergolv, furu, behandlas med pigmenterad hårdvaxolja,
typ Osmo 3136 Björk 20 x 150 mm
Golvregel 45 x 170 mm c/c 600
    Isolering 95 mm
    Trossbottenskiva
    Reglar för att hålla Trossbotten på plats

Faltak, målas med tjärvitriol 145 x 22 mm
Spikläkt 25 x 38 mm
Spikläkt 25 x 38 mm
Takpapp
Råspont 20 mm
Takbalk 45 x 195 mm c/c 600
    Luftspalt 25 mm
    Luftspaltsskiva
    Isolering 145 mm
Ångbroms
Rakspont, Hyvlad, Furu, behandlas med pigmenterad hårdvaxolja,
typ Osmo 3136 Björk 15x120 mm

Dörrlucka, typ ladugårdsdörr:
Panel 145 x 22 mm följer placering på
yttre panelbräda på Lockpanel fasad
Ramverk av reglar 45 x 70 mm

Fönsterluckor:
Panel 145 x 22 mm följer placering på
yttre panelbräda på Lockpanel fasad
Ramverk av reglar 45 x 70 mm

Skjutbart glasparti
26x21M
okrossbart

Fönster 26x8M

8M

21
M

35
00

Section 1:20

Plan 1:100

APPLYING FOR BUILDING 
PERMIT





THE PEARL

White pigmented polyester/ gelcoat, two layers (top layer with paraffin)
1 mm Polyester & Glassfiber composite (on avg. two layers)
50 mm Polyurethane sheet
1 mm Polyester & Glassfiber composite (on avg. two layers) 
White pigmented polyester/ gelcoat, two layers (top layer with paraffin)

(The same sandwich 
construction for walls, 
roof, floor and door. Only 
difference is the number 
of layers of polyester and 
glass fiber composite)

Joints are filled with spray-on 
polyurethane foam

Prefabricated curved glassfiber 
strips are attached with polyester 
to wall above windows

Frosted film
8 mm Polycarbonate

8 mm prefabricated glass fiber board

Corners and openings are extra 
reinforced with up to 4 layers of  
glass fiber and polyester

Metallic screw plinths
5 pcs. 800 mm long

Section 1:20
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Build  a wooden frame.

BUILDING 
MANUAL

1.

HOW TO BUILD A 
GLASS FIBER HOUSE

5. Attach the pre-coated sheets to 
the wooden frame with screws.

7. Remove the wooden frame when 
the sheets are coated together. 
Treat the structure with gelcoat in 
a suitable color. 

Polyester plastic2.

3.

Glass fiber mat

Polyurethane 
foam sheet

Let harden for one hour.

Pre-coat the sheets on one side 
with polyester and glass fiber.

4. Make gaps in the sheets 
with a wide saw blade. 
Make sure not to damage 
the polyester.

6. Coat the outside of the sheets 
to make them ridgid. Remove 
the screws before coating the 
finishing layers.

FLIP!



 

 

Avsiktsförklaring mellan KTH Arkitekturskola,  Master Studio 1 och Kolonister på Karlbergsbro 
Kolloniförening Kramat Yazdani 
 
Letter of intent between KTH School of architecture, Master Studio 1 and allotment owners at Karlbergsbro 
Kolloniförening Kramat Yazdani 
 
 
Meningen med detta brev är att vi på bästa sätt ska försöka klargöra vad som ingår och inte i vår 
överenskommelse om att bygga er Kolonistuga. Brevet är skrivet av Anders Berensson och Adrià Carbonell                                     
som är lärare på KTH Arkitektur samt läst och godkänts av skolans prefekt Per Fransson. Vi är inte jurister och 
vi skriver detta brev för att tydliggöra våra intentioner med kursen och ert projekt. Brevet är därför förmodligen 
både ofullständigt och juridiskt inkorrekt. Vi hoppas dock att detta brev ska ta höjd för de mesta eventuella 
oklarheter som kan uppstå under design och byggprocessen av ert hus och att det ska informera er om våra 
intentioner med vårt samarbete. Brevet är skrivet på svenska och översatt till engelska om några oklarheter 
uppstår i översättningen så gäller Svenska. 
 
The intention with this letter is to clarify what is included in our deal concerning the building of your allotment 
cabin.The letter is composed by KTH teachers Anders Berensson & Adrià Carbonell                                                                           
and red by the head of architectural school Per Fransson. We are not educated in law and this letter is probably 
incomplete but we hope it includes most possible unclareties that might come up during the process of designing 
and building your house. And that this letter informs you of our intentions with this collaboration. The letter is 
written in Swedish and translated to English if any confusion appears in the translation Swedish is the language 
that counts. 
 
Inför vårterminen 2018 (från 12 februari till och med 23e maj) har vi (Studio 1 KTH Arkitektur) planerat att 
designa och uppföra tillsammans med er Kramat Yazdani den Kolonistuga ni önskar bygga på Karlbergs-Bro 
Kolonilottsförening. Från vårt perspektiv ger samarbetet en möjlighet för våra studenter att få arbeta mot en 
verklig uppgift med verkligt material. Huvudmålet med kursen är också att varje student ska pröva på att bygga 
något de själva har varit med och ritat. Vi kommer att arbeta med c:a 5 studenter som tillsammans med er ritar 
och bygger er kolonistuga. Studenternas idéer granskas av lärare, konstruktör och er för att se till så att det finns 
goda argument för alla val. 
 
During the spring semester of 2018 Februari 12 untill may 23 will we, Studio 1, KTH school of architecture 
together with you Kramat Yazdani design and build your allotment cabin at Karlbergsbro Koloniförening. From 
our perspective the collaboration gives our students a possibility to work with a real assignment. The goal with 
this course is that the student will be able to build a house they have been designing. We will work with 5 
students that together with you design and build your allotment cabin. The Students ideas will be evaluated by 
teachers at kth, a structural engineer and you the clients to have good reasons for all choices made in the 
design. 
 
Studenterna börjar med kursen som rör er Kolonistuga den 12e februari och kursen slutar den 23e maj 2018. Vår 
målsättning är att allt arbete ska rymmas inom denna tidsperiod. Vi hoppas, planerar och tror att vi kommer 
tillsammans med er kunna designa och bygga ert hus under denna tidsperiod. Även om något oförutsett händer 
kommer vi i möjligaste mån slutföra er byggnad inom den givna tidsramen. Även om vi hoppas och tror att allt 
kommer fungera väl och att ni kommer få ett fantastiskt hus till ett fantastiskt pris så vill vi tydliggöra vår roll 
nedan samt hur vi avser att arbeta med ert projekt. 
 
The students begin the course that concerns your allotment cabin Februari 12 and the course stops at May 23 
Our goal is that all our work should be included within this timeframe. We hope, plan and believe that we will 
together with you be able to design and build your cabin within this time frame. Even if something unexpected 
occurs we will do our best to finish your house within this time frame. Even if we think everything will work out 
fine we want to clarify our role in this project and how we intend to work with your project. 
 
1 Med slutförd byggnad menar vi. Ett färdigt hus med tak, väggar och fönster.KTH Studenterna kommer inte, 
Koppla in el eller vatten eller göra komplicerad plåtarbeten, Studenterna kan däremot om önskas efter bästa 
förmåga förbereda för detta. 
  
1 With a finished building we mean a house with a roof, walls, windows and doors. The students will not do any 
electric work or pluming, or complicated steel work the students can if wanted prepare for it in the design. 
 

 

 

 
 
2 KTH Studenterna kommer inte utföra mark och anläggningsarbeten. 

2 The students will not do any work on foundations and with the existing ground  
 
3 Med färdig byggnad menas endast er 9 m2 stuga, Pergola med ramar. Samt förråd, och andra utomhus projekt 
ingår inte i huset. (Ändring se punkt 14) 

3 With a finished building we mean the 9 m2 cabin, the pergola and the toolshed . Other outdoor installations is 
not included in the house. (change see poitn 14) 
 
4 Studenterna kommer att fokusera på att få ett färdigt hus, Inredningsdetaljer så som kök, säng möbler har lägre 
prioritet och görs i mån av tid. (Ändring se punkt 14) 
 
4 the students will focus on finishing the house, interior details such as kitchen, beds and other furniture has a 
lower priority and will be built if the students got time (change see poitn 14) 
 
Ett hus blir nästan aldrig ”helt klart”. För att ge er några exempel från tidigare år så saknade ett hus de sedumtak 
som var inritat och kunden fick lägga till det själv i efterhand pga årstid. Studenterna förberedde dock så att 
huset var tätt och klarade sig utan sedumtak till kolonisten själv lägger på det. I ett annat projekt blev 
leveranstiden för dörren så lång att kolonisten själv fick montera den efter kursen. Studenterna gjorde en 
temporär lösning medan dörren inte var på plats men kolonisten fick själv sätta dit dörren.  
De flesta projekt saknar vissa detaljer vid överlämning. 
 
A house seldom become totally finished to give some examples from previous years one house was missing its 
green roof and the client had to put it up them self-due to seasonal aspects. The students prepared the house so it 
could stand without the green roof until the clients put it up later them self. In another project the delivery time 
for the door was so long that the allotment owner had to install it them self after the course. A temporary 
solutions was made by the students until the door arrived. 
Most projects have been missing some details when handed over.  
 
5 Vi kommer meddela er vad som saknas när projektet är klart och hur vi anser att ni bör lösa det muntligt på 
plats vid en sista genomgång. Vi kan även då gemensamt upprätta ett skriftligt dokument av vad som sagts under 
genomgången. Det är av yttersta vikt att ni dyker upp vid avtalat tillfälle innan kursens slut den 23e maj 2018 
KTH studenter eller studion utlovar inget arbete varken fysiskt eller intellektuellt på ert hus från och med 2018-
05-23 
 
5 We will show you what is missing and how we think you should solve it on site with you in a last inspection. We 
can also together with you right down what’s said during the inspection.  It is of uttermost important that you 
show up on this inspection. The inception will be made on an appointed time before 2018-05-23.  
KTH, The Studio or the students do not promise any physical or intellectual work on your building from 2018-
05-23 
 
6 Studio 1s Lärare och studenter som medverkat i att designa och bygga ert projekt är intellektuella upphovsmän 
till projektet. Studion, studenter och lärare har full rätt att använda ert projekt i sina portföljer och i andra 
sammanhang som referensprojekt. Studenterna och studion har rätt att använda alla ritningar och bilder tagna till 
och med 1a september på ert hus. Studenterna och studion har inte rätt att publicera bilder på er, uppge era namn, 
uppge er adress utan att fråga er först för godkännande. Ert projekt kommer användas i en bok ”Full Scale Studio 
Year 4” finnas på vår hemsida http://fullscalestudio.com . 
 
6 Studio 1 its teachers and students that have attended the design and building of your project are the authors of 
your project. The studio, students and teachers have the full right to use all drawings and pictures in portfolios 
and other occasions. We have the right to use all drawings and pictures made and taken until September 1 
The studio, teachers and students do not have the right to mention you by name, your home address or take 
pictures of you without getting your permission. Your project will be published in our book “Full Scale Studio 
Year 4” and at our homepage http://fullscalestudio.com . 
 



 

 

7 Då vi ritar och bygger ert projekt gratis med er utan någon som helst inkomst så kan vi heller inte ge några som 
helst ekonomiska försäkringar. Vi lovar dock att uppföra ert hus efter absolut bästa förmåga, ert hus kommer 
granskas i både design och byggprocessen regelbundet av er samt lärare på KTH. 
 
7 Since we build your house for free together with you without any economic gain we cannot give any 
economical insurance. We promise to build your house together with you and do our absolute best. Your house 
we be reviewed during the whole building process by you and the teachers at KTH. 
 
8 Ni står för alla material och förbrukningsvaror i anslutning till projektet. KTH Arkitekturskola står för design 
och uppförande i samråd med Stockholms Stad och er. Under våren avtalar vi ett ungefärligt pris för er på 100 
000 kr för ert hus. I den summan ingår endast material, förbrukningsvaror (så som vissa nödvändiga verktyg). 
Det blir den budgeten som vi och studenterna kommer att designa utifrån. Administrativa avgifter så som tex 
bygglov, uppmätningar och tillstånd ingår inte i denna budget. 
Vi planerar några större inköp där vi via er beställer material som levereras med lastbil till er kolonilott eller 
KTH. Vid dessa tillfällen kommer KTH beställa en offert som skickas till er för godkännande och betalning. Ni 
kommer förmodligen att vid dessa tillfällen behöva öppna ett konto för att kunna göra beställningen från tex ett 
trävaruhus. Därutöver vill vi ha tillgång till en handkassa på 10000 kr. Alla inköp från handkassan redovisas med 
kvitton. Ni betalar för de kvitton ni får av oss. Om vi upptäcker att projektet är på väg att gå över budget, så 
kommer vi kontakta er genast och gemensamt hitta lösningar på hur vi går vidare (Ibland kan det ju vara värt att 
gå över budget för vissa lösningar eller önskemål) 
 
8 You will pay for all goods and building materials concerning this project. KTH School of architecture will do 
the design and building of your project in collaboration with you and the Stockholm building permit office. 
During spring we agreed on a budget of 100 000 kr to build your house. That sum includes building materials 
and some necessary tools. This is the budget we and the students will try to keep when designing and building 
your house. No administrations fees from the municipality’s and other authorities are included in the prices. 
We plan to do some major shopping where a truck will deliver materials to your site and KTH. On this location 
you will do the shopping and by that approve everything we buy. You will have to open an account at some 
major building stores in Stockholm. We will also need a budget of 10 000 kr that we can use without noticing 
you first to by day to day materials or tools that are missing. You will get the receipts for these transactions 
when paying us. If we notice that the projects budget is about to be broken we will contact you e to try to find a 
solution immediately. 
 
9 Studenterna är försäkrade via KTH. Studenternas arbete som görs på KTH campus är också försäkrade. Ert hus 
är dock inte försäkrat och kom ihåg att det är upp till er att försäkra huset under byggtiden.  
 
9 The students are insured via KTH. The work the students do at KTH Campus are also insured. Your house is 
not insured and it is up to you to insure it during the building time. 
 
 
10 Studenterna är de personer som kommer vara mest på plats och bygga husen. Studenten har därför ett ansvar 
att alltid göra sitt bästa för huset och kunden. Studenterna ska alltid försöka bygga och design efter bästa 
förmåga. Ska läsa de instruktioner som medföljer olika produkter och följa dessa. Om studenten ser eller tror att 
något inte stämmer, har frågor gällande konstruktion, säkerhet eller byggande, eller tror att ett visst bygg 
moment är för svårt eller farligt att utföra så ska ni omedelbart kontakta er lärare eller kolonist beroende på 
vilken ni tror är lämpligast att besvara frågan. Så fort någon form av oklarhet råder måste ni fråga. Alla studenter 
som medverkar i byggandet av ert hus kommer ha läst detta dokument innan byggstart.  
 
10 The students are the persons that will be most on site. The students has therefore a responsibility to always do 
wats best for the house and the client. The student should always try to design and build as good as possible. 
Should read and follow the instructions that comes with a product. If the students sees or believes something is 
wrong, have questions regarding constructions, safety or building in general or think that a specific building 
moment is to hard or dangerous to do you should immediately contact the teacher or the allotment owner 
depending on the nature of the questions. As soon as something is unclear always ask. All students that will build 
your house will have red this document before starting to build.  
 
11 Studenterna kommer göra sitt bästa men är inte utbildade snickare och kan därför inte förväntas göra allting 
perfekt. Om kolonisten inte är nöjd med studenternas utförande så bör dom meddela detta direkt under arbetets 
gång. Kolonisten har då chansen att själva försöka utföra just detta byggmoment bättre eller anlita en 
professionell fackman för just det momentet. Det är därför av största vikt att kolonisten är på plats så ofta som 

 

 

möjligt under byggtiden och hjälper till för att i tid kunna påverka finish och slutresultat. Det är viktigt att 
Kolonisten förstår att detta projekt är ett samarbete där vi tillsammans bygger kolonistens hus. Desto mer 
kolonisten är på plats desto mer förstår kolonisten hur otroligt mycket hjälp den får av studenterna. Vi 
uppmuntrar också kolonisten att visa uppskattning gentemot de studenter som gratis bygger deras hus.  
 
 
11 The students will do their best but are not skilled craftsmen or carpenters and can therefore not be expected 
to build everything with a perfect finish. If the allotment owner is not satisfied with something built they should 
immediately say so. The allotment owner then has a chance to do it better them self or to hire a skilled craftsman 
for that particular operation. Its therefore very important that the allotment owner is on site as much as possible 
to help during the building process to be able to effect the finished the built result. Its important that the 
allotment owner understands that this is a collaboration where we together built your house. The more the 
allotment owner is on site the more understanding he/she will get for the enormous help they get from the 
students. We encourage the allotment owner to show appreciation towards the students that are helping them 
building there house for free. 
 
12 Om vi (Studio 1, KTH) eller Kolonisten är missnöjd med samarbetet så ska vi efter största möjligaste mån 
försöka reda ut problemet så fort som möjligt så vi kan fortsätta byggande av ert hus. Om problemet mot 
förmodan inte går att reda ut och vi eller ni känner att samarbetet bör avslutas i förtid så har både vi KTH och ni 
Kolonisten rätt att avsluta samarbetet. Innan detta sker så bör koloniförening meddelas och ges en sista chans att 
möta alla parter och hitta en lösning på problemet. Om samarbetet mot förmodan skulle avslutas så har vi för 
avsikt att avsluta samarbetet på ett så bra vis som möjligt för studenterna, kolonisten, huset och 
koloniföresningens bästa. 
 
12 If KTH or the Allotment owner are unsatisfied with the collaboration we should try to solve any problem as 
soon as possible so we ca continue building the house. If the problem can’t be solved and one part wish to leave 
the collaboration it is ok. In that case the allotment association should get the possibility to meet all parties and 
try to find a solution to the problem before ending the collaboration. If the collaboration against all odds should 
end ahead of time it’s our intention to do so in the best way possible for the students, the allotment owner, the 
house and the allotment association. 
 
 
14 Då vi tyvärr inte haft det förväntat goda samarbetet med SBK vi haft tidigare år har processen att få bygglov 
dragit ut på tiden och blivit en osäkerhetsfaktor. Då vi inte vet när vi får bygglov har vi tillsammans med er 
beslutat att starta med de ej bygglovspliktiga delarna av ert hus dvs Pergola och skjul/kök. Dessa delar har högts 
prioritet tills vidare. Vi hoppas att vi får bygglov innan kursen tar slut men vi vet inte detta och vi vet inte heller 
med 100% säkerhet att vi får bygglov på det vi sökt.  Vi hoppas vi får bygglov innan kursens slut om vi får detta 
kommer vi förstås prioritera att få ert hus tätt och förhoppningsvis klart innan den 23e Maj. 

14 Unfortunately, when we did not get the expect good cooperation with SBK we had expected from previous 
years, the process of getting a building permits has therefore become timely and an uncertainty factor. Since we 
do not know when we will get a building permit, we have decided to start with the parts of your house not 
needing a permit, meaning the Pergola and the shed / Kitchens. These parts have high priority until further 
notice. We hope we get building permits before the end of the course, but we do not know this and we do not 
know with 100% certainty that we get building permits on what we applied for. We hope we get building permits 
before the end of the course. If we get this, we will of course priorities getting your house water proof and 
hopefully finished before 23rd of May. 
 
I projektets natur ligger ett utforskande av intressanta material och en möjlighet att tänka kreativt runt de resurser 
som tilldelas projektet. Studenterna kommer vilja göra det mesta möjliga av minsta möjliga. Vi ser det som 
positivt att återanvända material och självklart kommer vi redogöra för stugornas alla beståndsdelar till er. 
 
Vi hjälper er med bygglovsprocessen genom att färdigställa alla ritningar för ett bygglov. Lotta Paulsson på SBK 
kommer förhoppningsvis att delta i undervisningen för att göra beslutsprocessen begriplig för studenterna. Vi har 
tidigare erfarenheter av ett positivt samarbete med Bygglovsavdelningen på Stockholms Stad. Vi vill också 
påminna om att ni måste skicka in ett slutbesked innan ni tar byggnaden i bruk. För att få reda på hur kontakta 
stadsbyggnadskontoret.  (Ändring se punkt 14) 
 
Vi är mycket positiva till att studenterna får respons från blivande kolonister tidigt i processen. Om lotternas 
framtida ägare är intresserade och närvarande kommer de kunna ha stort inflytande över arkitekturen. Det är 



 

 

påminna om att ni måste skicka in ett slutbesked innan ni tar byggnaden i bruk. För att få reda på hur kontakta 
stadsbyggnadskontoret. (Ändring se punkt 14) 
 
Vi är mycket positiva till att studenterna får respons från blivande kolonister tidigt i processen. Om lotternas 
framtida ägare är intresserade och närvarande kommer de kunna ha stort inflytande över arkitekturen. Det är 
alltid givande att arbeta tillsammans med den framtida användaren och dennes önskemål. Vi ser det dock som en 
självklarhet att nya ägare, liksom föreningen i stort, har ett öppet sinne för ny arkitektur och ser positivt på nya 
utryck och konstruktionsprinciper samt ger studenterna utrymme att experimentera med utryck, form och 
material.  
 
 
In the nature of these projects lies a will to experiment, with materials and spaces and be creative with the 
resources given for each project.  

We will help you with permit process by doing all drawings necessary to get a building permit. SBK will 
participate in some educational moments. We have previous good experiences from collaborating with the 
permit office in Stockholm.We also want to remind you to send in a “slutbesked” before starting to use your 
building. To get info on how to do that please contact Stadsbyggnadskontoret. 

We are very positive that the students get early responses from you regarding the design of your project. If you 
choose to attend a lot you have a good chance of getting influence over the design. We want to collaborate as 
much as possible with you as clients. We however see it as obvious that the new owner will has an open mind 
It is our intention that this course will lead to a well-studied and unique allotment cabin with a new architectonic 
expression. We look forward to this collaboration. 
 
Vi har läst denna avsiktsförklaring och förstått  
och accepterat innehållet i den                                                       
 
We have red these letter of intent and understood its content. 
 
 
Underskrift/Datum Lärare KTH                                                                  Underskrift/Datum Kolonister                                        
 
 
Anders Berensson                                                                                                  Kramat Yazdani 
Lärare KTH                                                                                                            Kolonist                               
 
 
Adrià Carbonell                                                                                                          ………                                                                  
Lärare KTH                                                                                                                Kolonist 
 
 
Per Fransson 
Prodekan/GA / KTH 
 
 



BUILDING PROCESS

Building a mock up to get to know the material

Building the wooden frame

Setting up a pre coating station

Attaching the first pre coated sheets to the wooden frame

Protection is key!

Coating, coating, coating. Gaps were filled in with spray foam and 
later on sanded to get the right shapes.

Putting together the roof structure. The gaps in the sheets are cut in two directions to be able two bend in double curves. 



Removing the framework and placing the roof 

Cutting the walls to make the roof fit

Coating all sheets together from the inside and making the door

Painting the structure white with gel coat



1. ALLERGY

When staring off 
with the project we raised our 

building tent very close to the School of 
Architecture at KTH. A convenient choice for us 

but a disaster for the architecture thesis student who 
apperently was very badly allergic to polyester... Quite 

soon after we started coating the fumes of the polyester 
had gone into the ventilation system and made it impossible 
for the student to work inside the building. We had to move 

our tent somewhere else. 

For quite a long 
time the new building site 

worked great and we managed 
to finish almost the whole pearl. Until 

one day... The president of the associa-
tion having its activities in the adjacent 
building sent us an e-mail complaining 
about the dirt and dust from when we 

had sanded the glassfiber. We 
had to move again. 

BUILDING MAP

2. COMPLAINTS

SCHOOL OF 
ARCHITECTURE

4. PRESENTING THE PROJECT

KTH CAMPUS 
STOCKHOLM

Luckily, the tent 
that we had been building 

in during the whole process wasn’t 
needed for the work that was left to be 

done at this point. Therefore we could move 
only the pearl to a spot where we hopefully 

wouldn’t disturb anyone. We choosed a park-
ing lot a bit higher up on campus.  

3. PARKING LOT

For the final crit we had to move the 
pearl closer to the architecture scool. A 

white plastic pearl making its way through 
campus got many curious looks from people 

passing by.





THE BEST PATIO HOUSE 

Team (from left to right); Simon Bengtsson, Sergi Estrella, Johannes Hönan, Viktor Lindström, Isa Lopes, Laura Sacher, Fredrik Thulin

February March April May

Done; we just need to add small explanation about how the designing process was and maybe including some important 
sketched that we were considering during the whole design process. As long as we get it as it is, we will describe everything 
step by step in order to make it easy to understand for the people who is going to continue next year. A part from that, the 
client will be given a  summary about how to finish the house in case he want to do it by himself. 

Done; we just need to add small explanation about how the designing process was and maybe including some important 
sketched that we were considering during the whole design process. 



1.DESIGN PROCESS

February March April May

Done; we just need to add small explanation about how the designing process was and maybe including some important 
sketched that we were considering during the whole design process. As long as we get it as it is, we will describe everything 
step by step in order to make it easy to understand for the people who is going to continue next year. A part from that, the 
client will be given a  summary about how to finish the house in case he want to do it by himself. 

Done; we just need to add small explanation about how the designing process was and maybe including some important 
sketched that we were considering during the whole design process. 

A PATIO SUBDIVIDED IN PATIOS
A : THE BEST PATIO ALLOTMENT HOUSE IN THE WORLD

PLAN SITE 1:20

A

B

Rendering. The impor-
tance of the shadows 
in the interior of the 
patio.

Multi patio house plan. 
The project wanted to 
show the versatility 
throught the combina-
tion of inner spaces 
with patios, making 
them diffused when 
oppened.



Collage. Filtering light, 
privacity and function 
throught different kind 
of layers. 

Layer house plan. 
The project wanted to 
stand out the quality of 
spaces and regulate 
action limits through a 
combination of filters.

Site plan 1:50

Collage. The treat-
ment of the patio as 
an extension of the 
house.

One wall house plan. 
The project stands 
out  for the use of the 
inhabited wall and the 
patio as a space of 
recollection as a main 
ideas. 



Render.The patio as a 
living space where the 
limits of the house are 
blurred. 

Collage. The wall as a 
repetition of a grid that 
is filled with a small 
house understood as 
a big cabinets where 
to cook, sleep and 
store. as a main ideas. 

Render.The patio as 
an light impluvium and 
the roof as a floating 
element. 

Collage. The impor-
tance of the materiality 
and the combination 
of them in orther to 
create a special rela-
tion between interior 
and exterior. 



House plan. Square shape

House plan. Rectangular shape

House plan. Rectangular adaptation.

House plan. Final shape.



Collage. Composition 
of ideas. Materiality, 
grid, green and interior 
space. 



BYGGLOVSHANDLING 

Ritn.nr.A1 Skala 1:1000

Ritad av: Studio Full Scale, KTH Arkitektur 2018-03-23

KOLLONIFÖRENINGEN KARLBERGS-BRO 
LOTT 7
ORIENTERINGSPLAN

Utsnitt från Baskarta från Stockholms  stads kartbutik

1210 mm

1430 mm

1240 mm

BYGGLOVSHANDLING 

Ritn.nr.A2 Skala 1:400 

Ritad av: Studio Full Scale, KTH Arkitektur 2018-03-23

KOLLONIFÖRENINGEN KARLBERGS-BRO 
LOTT 7
SITUATIONS PLAN 

Utsnitt från Baskarta från Stockholms stads kartbutik

Lott nr 6

Lott nr 7

2.BUILDING PERMIT

February March April May

The whole process takes between two and four months to get an answer; including the two first months, when the permit 
has to be assigned to someone, and ten weeks after, when the permit answer needs to be delivered. It is not necessary a 
permit to build a pergola (with a fifty percent of transparency) or shed. The building had to be located inside the plot, leaving 
at least seventy centimeters on each side to turn around and work from your own plot in case it’s necessary. The surface 
of the house can not be more than nine meters square and three in the case of the shed. 

We studied how to apply for a permit for a new allotment house, understanding the possibilities the building permit offers to out 
plot, and adjusting the project to the permit requirements. 
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BYGGLOVSHANDLING 

Ritn.nr.A3 Skala 1:100 

Ritad av: Studio Full Scale, KTH Arkitektur 2018-03-23

KOLLONIFÖRENINGEN KARLBERGS-BRO 
LOTT 7
PLAN 

Stuga 2,8m2
Behöver inget bygglov   

Stuga 8,8m2 

Pergola (60%luft) Ej del 
av bygglovsansökan 

Karlbergs-Bro 

lagar, regler och avtal 
Dokumenten ligger på servern under: Regulations Standards and Contacts 

Detaljplan 
DP 2003-14972, Detaljplan för område vid kv. Glädjen mm i stadsdelen Stadshagen i Stockholm. Här står 
det att att en stuga på upp till 9 kvadratmeter får uppföras och att ett uthus/förråd på 3 kvadratmeter får 
uppföras utan bygglovsprövning på varje lott. 

 

Arrendeavtal 
Arrendeavtalet mellan Stockhoms kommun och Koloniträdgårdsföreningen Koloniföreningen Karlbergs-Bro, 
kontraktsnummer: 1.2.1.-308-2015, fastighetsbeteckning: Stadshagen 1:1. Här står det att "Inom området är 
det endast tillåtet att bebygga varje enskild lott med sammanlagt 12 kvm, varav 9 kvm stuga och 3 kvm bod. 
Därutöver får ett trädäck om maximalt 15 kvm anläggas på lotten. Stugans höjd till taknocken får inte 
överstiga 3,50 m. Taklisthöjden får inte överstiga 2,20 m. Byggnaden får uppföras i endast en våning utan 
inredd vind." 

 

Bygglovsansökan gäller denna byggnad 
Enligt detaljplanen behövs 
inget bygglov för förråd 3m2. 
Se bifogat citat. 

N Ca 8meter till planerad 
byggnad på grannlotten 

BYGGLOVSHANDLING 

Ritn.nr.A4 Skala 1:100 

Ritad av: Studio Full Scale, KTH Arkitektur 2018-03-23

KOLLONIFÖRENINGEN KARLBERGS-BRO 
LOTT 7
FASADER
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BYGGLOVSHANDLING 

Ritn.nr.A7
Ritad av: Studio Full Scale, KTH Arkitektur 2018-03-23 

KOLLONIFÖRENINGEN KARLBERGS-BRO 
LOTT 7
MATERIAL BESKRIVNING 

Villa Eder Hederus
Kod Arkitekter - 2013
Foto - Mikael Olsson

Morran
Johannes Norlander Arkitektur - 2010
Foto: Rasmus Norlander

Kalmar Konstmuseum 
Tham & Videgård Arkitekter - 2008
Foto - Åke E:son Lindman

REFERENSER I SVENSK KONTEXT
Plywood fasader 
Utanpåliggande konstruktion 

FÄRG/MATERIAL PELETT
Utsnitt från elevation - fasad möter pergola 

färg/material palett

Plywood, svart slamfärg
kod, 8500N (NCS)

Trä, ljust grågrön
kod, 1510G40Y (NCS)

Furu, ljust grågrön 
NCS, 1010g40y

Plywood, svart slamfärg 
NCS, 8500N

BYGGLOVSHANDLING 

Ritn.nr.A6 Skala 1:20

Ritad av: Studio Full Scale, KTH Arkitektur 2018-03-23

KOLLONIFÖRENINGEN KARLBERGS-BRO  
LOTT 7
TEKNISK BESKRIVNING 

Teknisk beskrivning

Byggnaderna uppförs på en ventilerad plintgrund.

Bärande konstruktion betår av konventionell 
regelkonstruktion med c/c 600.

Taket uppförs som en konventionell 
regelkonstruktion. Lutningen på taket är 7 grader 
och är täckt med takpapp. Avrinning sker med 
hängränna och utkastare inåt trädgården.

Förrådsbyggnaden (3m2) är inte isolerad. Stugan 
(9m2) är isolerad (95mm mineralull). Ventilation 
sker genom självdrag.

Vatten är inte indraget till byggnaderna.

Byggnaderna är installerade med el och belysning.



3.BUDGET AND COSTS

February March April May

The budget had to include an estimation for the different parts of the house, understanding that had to be divided into plints, 
pergola, shed and allotment. The second part of the process was researching about the materials costs and the ordering 
organisation in order to organise time schedule and divide orderings for the following weeks. 
 least seventy centimeters on each side to turn around and work from your own plot in case it’s necessary. The surface of 
the house can not be more than nine meters square and three in the case of the shed. 

We studied how to adjut the budget in order to include all the different parts, but considering different options when selecting 
materials and taking conceptual desitions.



Comparing colour samples 
considering the textures, the tones 
and the importance of the light.

The use of the mock up as a work-
ing item; checking in full scale 
the standard measurements we 
wanted to use. 

Working in group; testing, 
checking, revising, discusing, 
comparing, considering difer-
ent options..

4.COMUNICATION WITH THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

February March April May

We understood the importance of comunication inside the group, but also with the people involved. The collaboration with 
the client so that we can work in the same line, the dealings with municipalities to generate an official permit document and 
the organisation with the different sellers were the three most important aspects to consider.

 

We tried to find out the best way to deal with the municipalities, the differents sellers and the clients in order to work in the same 
direction adjusting our preferences and needs to their posibilities. 



 

 

Avsiktsförklaring mellan KTH Arkitekturskola,  Master Studio 1 och Kolonister på Karlbergsbro 
Kolloniförening Rikard Holm 
 
Letter of intent between KTH School of architecture, Master Studio 1 and allotment owners at Karlbergsbro 
Kolloniförening Rikard Holm 
 
 
Meningen med detta brev är att vi på bästa sätt ska försöka klargöra vad som ingår och inte i vår 
överenskommelse om att bygga er Kolonistuga. Brevet är skrivet av Anders Berensson och Adrià Carbonell                                     
som är lärare på KTH Arkitektur samt läst och godkänts av skolans prefekt Per Fransson. Vi är inte jurister och 
vi skriver detta brev för att tydliggöra våra intentioner med kursen och ert projekt. Brevet är därför förmodligen 
både ofullständigt och juridiskt inkorrekt. Vi hoppas dock att detta brev ska ta höjd för de mesta eventuella 
oklarheter som kan uppstå under design och byggprocessen av ert hus och att det ska informera er om våra 
intentioner med vårt samarbete. Brevet är skrivet på svenska och översatt till engelska om några oklarheter 
uppstår i översättningen så gäller Svenska. 
 
The intention with this letter is to clarify what is included in our deal concerning the building of your allotment 
cabin.The letter is composed by KTH teachers Anders Berensson & Adrià Carbonell                                                                           
and red by the head of architectural school Per Fransson. We are not educated in law and this letter is probably 
incomplete but we hope it includes most possible unclareties that might come up during the process of designing 
and building your house. And that this letter informs you of our intentions with this collaboration. The letter is 
written in Swedish and translated to English if any confusion appears in the translation Swedish is the language 
that counts. 
 
Inför vårterminen 2018 (från 12 februari till och med 23e maj) har vi (Studio 1 KTH Arkitektur) planerat att 
designa och uppföra tillsammans med er Rikard Holm den Kolonistuga ni önskar bygga på Karlbergs-Bro 
Kolonilottsförening. Från vårt perspektiv ger samarbetet en möjlighet för våra studenter att få arbeta mot en 
verklig uppgift med verkligt material. Huvudmålet med kursen är också att varje student ska pröva på att bygga 
något de själva har varit med och ritat. Vi kommer att arbeta med c:a 5 studenter som tillsammans med er ritar 
och bygger er kolonistuga. Studenternas idéer granskas av lärare, konstruktör och er för att se till så att det finns 
goda argument för alla val. 
 
During the spring semester of 2018 Februari 12 untill may 23 will we, Studio 1, KTH school of architecture 
together with you Rikard Holm design and build your allotment cabin at Karlbergsbro Koloniförening. From 
our perspective the collaboration gives our students a possibility to work with a real assignment. The goal with 
this course is that the student will be able to build a house they have been designing. We will work with 5 
students that together with you design and build your allotment cabin. The Students ideas will be evaluated by 
teachers at kth, a structural engineer and you the clients to have good reasons for all choices made in the 
design. 
 
Studenterna börjar med kursen som rör er Kolonistuga den 12e februari och kursen slutar den 23e maj 2018. Vår 
målsättning är att allt arbete ska rymmas inom denna tidsperiod. Vi hoppas, planerar och tror att vi kommer 
tillsammans med er kunna designa och bygga ert hus under denna tidsperiod. Även om något oförutsett händer 
kommer vi i möjligaste mån slutföra er byggnad inom den givna tidsramen. Även om vi hoppas och tror att allt 
kommer fungera väl och att ni kommer få ett fantastiskt hus till ett fantastiskt pris så vill vi tydliggöra vår roll 
nedan samt hur vi avser att arbeta med ert projekt. 
 
The students begin the course that concerns your allotment cabin Februari 12 and the course stops at May 23 
Our goal is that all our work should be included within this timeframe. We hope, plan and believe that we will 
together with you be able to design and build your cabin within this time frame. Even if something unexpected 
occurs we will do our best to finish your house within this time frame. Even if we think everything will work out 
fine we want to clarify our role in this project and how we intend to work with your project. 
 
1 Med slutförd byggnad menar vi. Ett färdigt hus med tak, väggar och fönster.KTH Studenterna kommer inte, 
Koppla in el eller vatten eller göra komplicerad plåtarbeten, Studenterna kan däremot om önskas efter bästa 
förmåga förbereda för detta. 
  
1 With a finished building we mean a house with a roof, walls, windows and doors. The students will not do any 
electric work or pluming, or complicated steel work the students can if wanted prepare for it in the design. 
 

 

 

 
 
2 KTH Studenterna kommer inte utföra mark och anläggningsarbeten. 

2 The students will not do any work on foundations and with the existing ground  
 
3 Med färdig byggnad menas endast er 9 m2 stuga, Pergola med ramar. Samt förråd, och andra utomhus projekt 
ingår inte i huset. (Ändring se punkt 14) 

3 With a finished building we mean the 9 m2 cabin, the pergola and the toolshed . Other outdoor installations is 
not included in the house. (change see poitn 14) 
 
4 Studenterna kommer att fokusera på att få ett färdigt hus, Inredningsdetaljer så som kök, säng möbler har lägre 
prioritet och görs i mån av tid. (Ändring se punkt 14) 
 
4 the students will focus on finishing the house, interior details such as kitchen, beds and other furniture has a 
lower priority and will be built if the students got time (change see poitn 14) 
 
Ett hus blir nästan aldrig ”helt klart”. För att ge er några exempel från tidigare år så saknade ett hus de sedumtak 
som var inritat och kunden fick lägga till det själv i efterhand pga årstid. Studenterna förberedde dock så att 
huset var tätt och klarade sig utan sedumtak till kolonisten själv lägger på det. I ett annat projekt blev 
leveranstiden för dörren så lång att kolonisten själv fick montera den efter kursen. Studenterna gjorde en 
temporär lösning medan dörren inte var på plats men kolonisten fick själv sätta dit dörren.  
De flesta projekt saknar vissa detaljer vid överlämning. 
 
A house seldom become totally finished to give some examples from previous years one house was missing its 
green roof and the client had to put it up them self-due to seasonal aspects. The students prepared the house so it 
could stand without the green roof until the clients put it up later them self. In another project the delivery time 
for the door was so long that the allotment owner had to install it them self after the course. A temporary 
solutions was made by the students until the door arrived. 
Most projects have been missing some details when handed over.  
 
5 Vi kommer meddela er vad som saknas när projektet är klart och hur vi anser att ni bör lösa det muntligt på 
plats vid en sista genomgång. Vi kan även då gemensamt upprätta ett skriftligt dokument av vad som sagts under 
genomgången. Det är av yttersta vikt att ni dyker upp vid avtalat tillfälle innan kursens slut den 23e maj 2018 
KTH studenter eller studion utlovar inget arbete varken fysiskt eller intellektuellt på ert hus från och med 2018-
05-23 
 
5 We will show you what is missing and how we think you should solve it on site with you in a last inspection. We 
can also together with you right down what’s said during the inspection.  It is of uttermost important that you 
show up on this inspection. The inception will be made on an appointed time before 2018-05-23.  
KTH, The Studio or the students do not promise any physical or intellectual work on your building from 2018-
05-23 
 
6 Studio 1s Lärare och studenter som medverkat i att designa och bygga ert projekt är intellektuella upphovsmän 
till projektet. Studion, studenter och lärare har full rätt att använda ert projekt i sina portföljer och i andra 
sammanhang som referensprojekt. Studenterna och studion har rätt att använda alla ritningar och bilder tagna till 
och med 1a september på ert hus. Studenterna och studion har inte rätt att publicera bilder på er, uppge era namn, 
uppge er adress utan att fråga er först för godkännande. Ert projekt kommer användas i en bok ”Full Scale Studio 
Year 4” finnas på vår hemsida http://fullscalestudio.com . 
 
6 Studio 1 its teachers and students that have attended the design and building of your project are the authors of 
your project. The studio, students and teachers have the full right to use all drawings and pictures in portfolios 
and other occasions. We have the right to use all drawings and pictures made and taken until September 1 
The studio, teachers and students do not have the right to mention you by name, your home address or take 
pictures of you without getting your permission. Your project will be published in our book “Full Scale Studio 
Year 4” and at our homepage http://fullscalestudio.com . 
 



 

 

7 Då vi ritar och bygger ert projekt gratis med er utan någon som helst inkomst så kan vi heller inte ge några som 
helst ekonomiska försäkringar. Vi lovar dock att uppföra ert hus efter absolut bästa förmåga, ert hus kommer 
granskas i både design och byggprocessen regelbundet av er samt lärare på KTH. 
 
7 Since we build your house for free together with you without any economic gain we cannot give any 
economical insurance. We promise to build your house together with you and do our absolute best. Your house 
we be reviewed during the whole building process by you and the teachers at KTH. 
 
8 Ni står för alla material och förbrukningsvaror i anslutning till projektet. KTH Arkitekturskola står för design 
och uppförande i samråd med Stockholms Stad och er. Under våren avtalar vi ett ungefärligt pris för er på 100 
000 kr för ert hus. I den summan ingår endast material, förbrukningsvaror (så som vissa nödvändiga verktyg). 
Det blir den budgeten som vi och studenterna kommer att designa utifrån. Administrativa avgifter så som tex 
bygglov, uppmätningar och tillstånd ingår inte i denna budget. 
Vi planerar några större inköp där vi via er beställer material som levereras med lastbil till er kolonilott eller 
KTH. Vid dessa tillfällen kommer KTH beställa en offert som skickas till er för godkännande och betalning. Ni 
kommer förmodligen att vid dessa tillfällen behöva öppna ett konto för att kunna göra beställningen från tex ett 
trävaruhus. Därutöver vill vi ha tillgång till en handkassa på 10000 kr. Alla inköp från handkassan redovisas med 
kvitton. Ni betalar för de kvitton ni får av oss. Om vi upptäcker att projektet är på väg att gå över budget, så 
kommer vi kontakta er genast och gemensamt hitta lösningar på hur vi går vidare (Ibland kan det ju vara värt att 
gå över budget för vissa lösningar eller önskemål) 
 
8 You will pay for all goods and building materials concerning this project. KTH School of architecture will do 
the design and building of your project in collaboration with you and the Stockholm building permit office. 
During spring we agreed on a budget of 100 000 kr to build your house. That sum includes building materials 
and some necessary tools. This is the budget we and the students will try to keep when designing and building 
your house. No administrations fees from the municipality’s and other authorities are included in the prices. 
We plan to do some major shopping where a truck will deliver materials to your site and KTH. On this location 
you will do the shopping and by that approve everything we buy. You will have to open an account at some 
major building stores in Stockholm. We will also need a budget of 10 000 kr that we can use without noticing 
you first to by day to day materials or tools that are missing. You will get the receipts for these transactions 
when paying us. If we notice that the projects budget is about to be broken we will contact you e to try to find a 
solution immediately. 
 
9 Studenterna är försäkrade via KTH. Studenternas arbete som görs på KTH campus är också försäkrade. Ert hus 
är dock inte försäkrat och kom ihåg att det är upp till er att försäkra huset under byggtiden.  
 
9 The students are insured via KTH. The work the students do at KTH Campus are also insured. Your house is 
not insured and it is up to you to insure it during the building time. 
 
 
10 Studenterna är de personer som kommer vara mest på plats och bygga husen. Studenten har därför ett ansvar 
att alltid göra sitt bästa för huset och kunden. Studenterna ska alltid försöka bygga och design efter bästa 
förmåga. Ska läsa de instruktioner som medföljer olika produkter och följa dessa. Om studenten ser eller tror att 
något inte stämmer, har frågor gällande konstruktion, säkerhet eller byggande, eller tror att ett visst bygg 
moment är för svårt eller farligt att utföra så ska ni omedelbart kontakta er lärare eller kolonist beroende på 
vilken ni tror är lämpligast att besvara frågan. Så fort någon form av oklarhet råder måste ni fråga. Alla studenter 
som medverkar i byggandet av ert hus kommer ha läst detta dokument innan byggstart.  
 
10 The students are the persons that will be most on site. The students has therefore a responsibility to always do 
wats best for the house and the client. The student should always try to design and build as good as possible. 
Should read and follow the instructions that comes with a product. If the students sees or believes something is 
wrong, have questions regarding constructions, safety or building in general or think that a specific building 
moment is to hard or dangerous to do you should immediately contact the teacher or the allotment owner 
depending on the nature of the questions. As soon as something is unclear always ask. All students that will build 
your house will have red this document before starting to build.  
 
11 Studenterna kommer göra sitt bästa men är inte utbildade snickare och kan därför inte förväntas göra allting 
perfekt. Om kolonisten inte är nöjd med studenternas utförande så bör dom meddela detta direkt under arbetets 
gång. Kolonisten har då chansen att själva försöka utföra just detta byggmoment bättre eller anlita en 
professionell fackman för just det momentet. Det är därför av största vikt att kolonisten är på plats så ofta som 

 

 

möjligt under byggtiden och hjälper till för att i tid kunna påverka finish och slutresultat. Det är viktigt att 
Kolonisten förstår att detta projekt är ett samarbete där vi tillsammans bygger kolonistens hus. Desto mer 
kolonisten är på plats desto mer förstår kolonisten hur otroligt mycket hjälp den får av studenterna. Vi 
uppmuntrar också kolonisten att visa uppskattning gentemot de studenter som gratis bygger deras hus.  
 
 
11 The students will do their best but are not skilled craftsmen or carpenters and can therefore not be expected 
to build everything with a perfect finish. If the allotment owner is not satisfied with something built they should 
immediately say so. The allotment owner then has a chance to do it better them self or to hire a skilled craftsman 
for that particular operation. Its therefore very important that the allotment owner is on site as much as possible 
to help during the building process to be able to effect the finished the built result. Its important that the 
allotment owner understands that this is a collaboration where we together built your house. The more the 
allotment owner is on site the more understanding he/she will get for the enormous help they get from the 
students. We encourage the allotment owner to show appreciation towards the students that are helping them 
building there house for free. 
 
12 Om vi (Studio 1, KTH) eller Kolonisten är missnöjd med samarbetet så ska vi efter största möjligaste mån 
försöka reda ut problemet så fort som möjligt så vi kan fortsätta byggande av ert hus. Om problemet mot 
förmodan inte går att reda ut och vi eller ni känner att samarbetet bör avslutas i förtid så har både vi KTH och ni 
Kolonisten rätt att avsluta samarbetet. Innan detta sker så bör koloniförening meddelas och ges en sista chans att 
möta alla parter och hitta en lösning på problemet. Om samarbetet mot förmodan skulle avslutas så har vi för 
avsikt att avsluta samarbetet på ett så bra vis som möjligt för studenterna, kolonisten, huset och 
koloniföresningens bästa. 
 
12 If KTH or the Allotment owner are unsatisfied with the collaboration we should try to solve any problem as 
soon as possible so we ca continue building the house. If the problem can’t be solved and one part wish to leave 
the collaboration it is ok. In that case the allotment association should get the possibility to meet all parties and 
try to find a solution to the problem before ending the collaboration. If the collaboration against all odds should 
end ahead of time it’s our intention to do so in the best way possible for the students, the allotment owner, the 
house and the allotment association. 
 
 
14 Då vi tyvärr inte haft det förväntat goda samarbetet med SBK vi haft tidigare år har processen att få bygglov 
dragit ut på tiden och blivit en osäkerhetsfaktor. Då vi inte vet när vi får bygglov har vi tillsammans med er 
beslutat att starta med de ej bygglovspliktiga delarna av ert hus dvs Pergola och skjul/kök. Dessa delar har högts 
prioritet tills vidare. Vi hoppas att vi får bygglov innan kursen tar slut men vi vet inte detta och vi vet inte heller 
med 100% säkerhet att vi får bygglov på det vi sökt.  Vi hoppas vi får bygglov innan kursens slut om vi får detta 
kommer vi förstås prioritera att få ert hus tätt och förhoppningsvis klart innan den 23e Maj. 

14 Unfortunately, when we did not get the expect good cooperation with SBK we had expected from previous 
years, the process of getting a building permits has therefore become timely and an uncertainty factor. Since we 
do not know when we will get a building permit, we have decided to start with the parts of your house not 
needing a permit, meaning the Pergola and the shed / Kitchens. These parts have high priority until further 
notice. We hope we get building permits before the end of the course, but we do not know this and we do not 
know with 100% certainty that we get building permits on what we applied for. We hope we get building permits 
before the end of the course. If we get this, we will of course priorities getting your house water proof and 
hopefully finished before 23rd of May. 
 
I projektets natur ligger ett utforskande av intressanta material och en möjlighet att tänka kreativt runt de resurser 
som tilldelas projektet. Studenterna kommer vilja göra det mesta möjliga av minsta möjliga. Vi ser det som 
positivt att återanvända material och självklart kommer vi redogöra för stugornas alla beståndsdelar till er. 
 
Vi hjälper er med bygglovsprocessen genom att färdigställa alla ritningar för ett bygglov. Lotta Paulsson på SBK 
kommer förhoppningsvis att delta i undervisningen för att göra beslutsprocessen begriplig för studenterna. Vi har 
tidigare erfarenheter av ett positivt samarbete med Bygglovsavdelningen på Stockholms Stad. Vi vill också 
påminna om att ni måste skicka in ett slutbesked innan ni tar byggnaden i bruk. För att få reda på hur kontakta 
stadsbyggnadskontoret.  (Ändring se punkt 14) 
 
Vi är mycket positiva till att studenterna får respons från blivande kolonister tidigt i processen. Om lotternas 
framtida ägare är intresserade och närvarande kommer de kunna ha stort inflytande över arkitekturen. Det är 



 

 

alltid givande att arbeta tillsammans med den framtida användaren och dennes önskemål. Vi ser det dock som en 
självklarhet att nya ägare, liksom föreningen i stort, har ett öppet sinne för ny arkitektur och ser positivt på nya 
utryck och konstruktionsprinciper samt ger studenterna utrymme att experimentera med utryck, form och 
material.  
 
 
Det är vår avsikt att denna kurs kommer leda fram till en välstuderad och unik kolonistuga med ett nytt 
arkitektoniskt utryck. Vi ser fram emot ett givande och kul samarbete! 
 
In the nature of these projects lies a will to experiment, with materials and spaces and be creative with the 
resources given for each project.  

We will help you with permit process by doing all drawings necessary to get a building permit. SBK will 
participate in some educational moments. We have previous good experiences from collaborating with the 
permit office in Stockholm. We also want to remind you to send in a “slutbesked” before starting to use your 
building. To get info on how to do that please contact Stadsbyggnadskontoret. 

We are very positive that the students get early responses from you regarding the design of your project. If you 
choose to attend a lot you have a good chance of getting influence over the design. We want to collaborate as 
much as possible with you as clients. We however see it as obvious that the new owner will has an open mind 
towards new experimental architecture, are positive to new construction principles and allow the students to 
experiment with new radical forms, expressions and materials.  
 
It is our intention that this course will lead to a well-studied and unique allotment cabin with a new architectonic 
expression. We look forward to this collaboration. 
 
Vi har läst denna avsiktsförklaring och förstått  
och accepterat innehållet i den                                                       
 
We have red these letter of intent and understood its content. 
 
 
Underskrift/Datum Lärare KTH                                                                  Underskrift/Datum Kolonister                                        
 
 
Anders Berensson                                                                                                  Rikard Holm 
Lärare KTH                                                                                                            Kolonist                               
 
 
Adrià Carbonell                                                                                                          ………                                                                  
Lärare KTH                                                                                                                Kolonist 
 
 
Per Fransson 
Prodekan/GA / KTH 
 
 



5.BUILDING PROCESS

February March April May

We divided the building process into two parts; the first one understood as a manufactured work and the second one as a 
proper building process. The wood treatment (oiling and painting with the rollbox), the assembly for the pillars (including 
a workshop with second year students) and the assembly for the walls (before getting the plints) was the first part of the 
work. The plints work (done by professional workers), the construction of the pergola (putting up the whole structure) and 
the construction of the shed (understood as a mockup for the allotment) was the second part of the process, leaving the 
house construction as the third part of the process.  

We studied the best way to create a building process in order to save time, specially knowing we had a lot of painting, oiling 
and assembling work before start building anything.   
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Building the pergola



6.HOW TO BUILD THE PATIO PERGOLA HOUSE

February March April May

The idea was to generate the necessary drawings to understand, build and finish the pergola patio allotment house; includ-
ing plans, sections, elevations. Was very important to specify all the details in the windows, doors, interior and facade in 
order to be able to built the house in the future. 

We studied how to create documents that can be understood not only by us, but for the people who will continue with the 
project.  
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7.MAINTENANCE OF THE HOUSE

February March April May

We try to give the necessary information to know how often the house needs to be repainted, how to improve the comfort-
ability of the house and how to solve possible deterioratons the house can suffer. Tips to get the maximum perfomance for 
the house and enjoy it as much as possible. want to do it by himself. 

We studied the importance of giving small advices to keep the house allotment in good conditions, but also to be able to get 
the most the house.



0.TEMPLATE ONE

February March April May

Done; we just need to add small explanation about how the designing process was and maybe including some important 
sketched that we were considering during the whole design process. As long as we get it as it is, we will describe everything 
step by step in order to make it easy to understand for the people who is going to continue next year. A part from that, the 
client will be given a  summary about how to finish the house in case he want to do it by himself. 

Done; we just need to add small explanation about how the designing process was and maybe including some important 
sketched that we were considering during the whole design process. 
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0.TEMPLATE TWO

February March April May

Done; we just need to add small explanation about how the designing process was and maybe including some important 
sketched that we were considering during the whole design process. As long as we get it as it is, we will describe everything 
step by step in order to make it easy to understand for the people who is going to continue next year. A part from that, the 
client will be given a  summary about how to finish the house in case he want to do it by himself. 

Done; we just need to add small explanation about how the designing process was and maybe including some important 
sketched that we were considering during the whole design process. 
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